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Abstract 
The object of this thesis is to present a study of the effect of increasing chain length on 
three insoluble polymer surfactant systems at the air-water interface, to determine 
surfactant to "non" surfactant transitions and to compare the properties of Langmuir 
films of the surfactant species with reference to their bulk and solution properties. The 
polymer used for the hydrophobic chains include polystyrene, 1,4-polyisoprene and 
dendrimeric species based on 3,5-dihydroxy benzyl alcohol and all the polymers are 
relatively monodisperse with Mw/Mn<l.10. The hydrophilic head group is an 
alcohol. IT-A isotherms of the surfactant spread at the air-water interface are used in 
conjunction with neutron reflectivity to study the structure of the monolayer films. 
Polystyrene surfactants could be classified into two behavioural regions; the first for 
very short oligomeric chains which behaved as classical surfactants and the second for 
longer chains where a gaussian conformation of the chain was assumed which 
dominated the isothermal behaviour. This change in oligomeric to gaussian behaviour 
was shown to be related to the glass transition temperature of the polymer chain. High 
molecular weighthydrophobic polystyrene was also spreadable at the air-water 
interface and had the same scaling, of limiting area as a function of the molecular 
weight, as hydrophilic polystyrene. The oligomeric polystyrene surfactants were 
shown to collapse into islands of trilayer structure. These islands resulted in off-
specular neutron reflectivity from the in-plane structure. This could be qualitatively 
related to scattering functions produced from electron micrographs of Langmuir-
Blodgett films of the surfactant. 
Polyisoprenes surfactant behaviour was divided into low and high surface 
concentration regions. For high surface concentrations polyisoprene was shown to 
have a more fluid nature than the polystyrenes as indicated by its low glass transition 
temperature. The length of the polymer chains studied was in the gaussian coil region, 
but due to its low viscosity these surfactants displayed very different behaviour to the 
polystyrenes. These films reversibly collapsed to a multilayer structure. At low 
surface concentrations, double bond-substrate interactions dominated the behaviour of 
the IT-A isotherm. 
The dendrimers showed surfactant behaviour similar to the polystyrenes, ie. classical 
like for low molecular weight species and more "non" surfactant for the higher 
molecular weight species. IT-A isotherms and neutron reflectivity studies of these 
species resulted in structural information which indicated a high compressibility to the 
molecules from a near spherical uncompressed state. 
Specular neutron reflectivity was an essential technique for determining the structure 
of these surfactants at the air-water interface. It indicated the monolayer structure of 
the polymer films and their collapse into bi-, tri- and multilayers. The use of off-
specular neutron reflectivity to study in-plane structure is still developing but is useful 
for in-plane surface characterisation. 
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction 
Insoluble surfactant studies have typically focussed on aliphatic hydrocarbon species, due 
to the plethora of phases which exist. It is hoped that the structured monolayer films 
produced from these species will lead to novel materials with significant scientific and 
applied value. As the chain length of a surfactant is increased, the surface properties 
would be expected to undergo a transition to a state where the bulk properties of the 
surfactant chains dominate the surface behaviour. The study of this transition has not 
been undertaken due to the limiting length of naturally available or easily synthesised 
species. Polymers offer another avenue from which to explore this process. The study 
of polymers as surfactants has been limited to those which contain a hydrophilic group in 
each repeat unit, though, there are many polymers which, with a suitable hydrophilic end 
group, could be converted into "classical" surfactants. Reasons why this sort of study 
has not been performed may include the synthetic difficulty of producing narrow 
molecular weight distributions, and a lack of surface activity for reasonable length 
polymers but with modern methods these can be largely overcome. The physical 
properties of polymeric materials depend on chemical structure, conformation and chain 
length all of which will influence the observed surfactant behaviour. 
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig°:re 1.1. Representative models of surfactants of (a) atactic polystyrene, (b) cis-1,4-
polyisoprene and (c) the fourth generation monodendron, based on 3,5-dihydroxy benzyl 
alcohol. 
The three surfactants presented in Figure 1.1 are derived from polymers which are 
very different not only in their bulk properties but also their chemical structure and 
conformation. Polystyrene is a glassy polymer, polyisoprene, rubbery, and the fourth 
generation monodendron, glassy with an obvious three dimensional structure 
compared to the linear structure of the others. The objects of this thesis are to present 
a study of these molecules as a function of increasing molecular weight, to determine 
surfactant to nonsurfactant transitions and to compare the properties of Langmuir films 
of the surfactant species with reference to their bulk and solution properties. 
History of Surfactant Film Studies 
One of the earliest records of observations of surfactants on water dates back to 18th 
century BC Babylonia where cuneiform recordings on clay tablets describe the practise 
of spreading oil on water at dawn for divination purposes1. The Greeks who adopted 
this practise a thousand years later termed it Lecanomancy, literally divination by 
examining a liquid in a bowl. Other references to the subject mainly relate to 'pouring 
oil on troubled waters', a procedure which results in a calming effect, and has been 
known for a considerable time. 
Serious scientific observations of surfactants did not proceed until the late 19th century 
AD when Lord Rayleigh made surface tension measurements of olive oil spread on 
water and estimated a layer thickness of 10-20 A 2. He believed that oil films spread 
out on water until they were one molecule thick, and hence molecular dimensions 
should be measurable. Agnes Pockels provided Rayleigh a means of measuring this 
in a letter to him, describing her use of a tin trough with a barrier and surface tension 
measuring device. She also den1onstrated how the surface tension changed as a 
function of contamination of the water surface by oil films. This letter, and the first 
surface pressure-area, II-A, isotherms were published in Nature in 18913. 
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The real founding work on the subject was by Irving Langmuir who for his work on 
adsorption and surface phenomena was awarded the Nobel prize in chemistry for 
1932. In a paper to the American Chemical Society in 19174, Langmuir developed the 
idea of molecular orientation at the air-water interface (ie. that polar groups are 
attracted to the water while the non polar alkyl chains are organised in a layer above 
the water surface). He also discovered the short range effects of the forces involved in 
this process using surface tension measurements and his concepts of surface tension. 
He developed what is now known as the Langmuir trough and made measurements of 
molecular dimensions which were not previously possible. These measurements 
showed that oils, and fatty acids, spread out on the water surface until the films are 
one molecule thick and analogies were made of the various states of the film to the 
gaseous, liquid and solid states that exist for bulk matter. It was this work which 
established the concepts of the science of insoluble surfactants. 
Since Langmuir's early contributions to the field, a great deal of research has been 
concentrated on this subject due to the possibility of forming, oriented two-
dimensional thin films. These films may, or may not have properties which are 
analogous to their bulk states and this provides a pathway to understanding bulk 
properties or to the production of new properties and materials. 
Initially research focused on the characterisation of surfactant films not only by the 
study of the bends and kinks in the IT-A isotherm, but also by measuring such 
properties as the surface potential, viscosity and permeation. The thermodynamic 
theory of the two dimensional state was also developed in a manner analogous to that 
in the bulk state. The primary surfactants studied have been those based on the 
aliphatic hydrocarbons with a polar head group, as well as biologically important 
compounds such as vitamins, cholesterol and phospholipids; the latter forming the 
building blocks of biological membranes. Surface studies of polymers have been 
limited to those polymers which contain a hydrophilic group in each repeating unit5. 
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Other studies have been on the spectroscopy of these films , the influence of the 
substrate on reaction pathways for the surface bound molecules, and on the structure 
of Langmuir-Blodgett films; Langmuir films picked up on a solid substrate6-10. 
The important point which arises from these studies is that although IT-A isotherms, 
are immensely useful for determining the presence of different phases in the film 
structure 11 and the area per molecule at these phase changes, other techniques are 
necessary to provide complementary evidence of the structural and the physical nature 
of the film. It was not until the 1980's, sixty years after Langmuir's descriptive 
paper12, that more breakthroughs in the study of Langmuir films occurred. These 
resulted with the development of techniques such as surface X-ray diffraction using 
synchrotron radiation 13 - 16 , neutron 1 7 -20, 1!nd X-ray reflectivity 16 , 21 ,22 , 
ellipsometry23 ·24, (though this technique has been used for a long time in the study of 
' 
surface films), and second harmonic generation25•26. All of these give information 
about molecular packing in the monolayer as well as thickness and orientational data. 
Other techniques, such as fluorescence27·28 and Brewster angle microscopy29 provide 
detailed pictorial evidence of the shape and growth of new surface phases as 
monolayers are compressed, while computationa130•31 and kinetic32-35 methods help 
to elucidate the mechanisms involved in phase changes. 
Surfactants 11 ·36-39 
The air-water interface has an orienting effect on amphiphilic molecules. Thus a study 
of the properties of the interface provides insights into the factors which affect 
surfactant behaviour, though the overall behaviour is determined by a convolution of 
surfactant-water and surfactant-surfactant interactions. Surface tension, y, is a 
measurable quantity and is the primary tool used in studying surfactants. The surface 
tension between two phases, arises from the imbalance between the forces experienced 
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by molecules in the interface compared to those in the bulk. This imbalance tends to 
pull the surface molecules into the bulk and hence minimise the surface area. 
The thermodynamics of the interfacial region were treated by Gibbs'39 and 
Guggenheim40. The interfacial region between two phases is supposed to be a diffuse 
zone where the density, energy and entropy change as a transition is made from one 
phase to the next. In Gibbs' treatment, the interface is represented by a sharp dividing 
surface with surface excesses of entropy, energy and quantity, while Guggenheim 
treated the interface as a separate phase. These two models provide the same result. 
A Real Interface A Gibb's Interface 
Figure 1.2. Representation of real and Gibbs' models of the air-water interface. 
The density profiles indicate the change in density as the interfacial region is traversed. 
The thermodynamic properties of the system, in Gibbs' treatment, are defined below 
and consist of the energy, U, entropy, S, and moles of component i, ni, from each 
phase plus an excess quantity due to the surface, such that, 
1.1 
1.2 
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1.3 
1.4 
The energy of the system, U, can then be varied by changes in the volume, V, 
entropy, S, quantity, ni, and the surface area, <J, so 
1.5 
The change in the Helmholtz energy, dA=dU-d(TS), then becomes 
1.6 
so that at constant T, ni and V the surf ace tension is defined as 
(dA) y- -da T,V,ni 1.7 
and similarly for the Gibbs free energy, G, y = (~~)T,P,n;, which define the surface 
tension for a plane interface. These equations show, as was stated above, that the 
tendency of the surface is to a minimum in the surface area, cr. 
It is possible to define the change in the energy of the system in terms of the surf ace 
excesses, which gives, 
1.8 
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by integrating, differentiating and then equating the expressions for dU<J , the 
following expression is obtained for the surface excess quantities, and shows that the 
surface tension changes with temperature and chemical potential. 
1.9 
Surface Pressure 
In the study of surfactant films, the observed parameter is the change in the surface 
tension, from its value for a pure or clean surface, Yo, to the film covered state, y. 
This difference has been defined as the surface pressure, TI, 
1.10 
This equation is true if the film is in a stable or metastable state. The surface tension 
is typically measured by the Wilhelmy plate technique39 whereby a wetting plate, 
either a filter paper or some other hydrophilic surface of known area, is suspended in 
the air-water interface in a vertical position. The force on the plate in the downward 
direction is then a measure of the surface tension. 
Surfactant Spreading 
A monolayer film is usually produced by placing drops of a solution of the surfactant 
onto the air-water interface, and allowing the solvent to completely evaporate. 
Whether or not a good film is produced from this process depends on the properties 
of solvent, surfactant and substrate. It is necessary for the spreading solvent to be 
relatively insoluble in the substrate to avoid any inclusion and to spread across the 
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water surface in response to surface tension differences. The spreading coefficient, 
Sb/a, is useful for predicting the spreadability of a solvent and is defined as 
1.11 
where Sb/a is the spreading coefficient of solvent b on the substrate a, Ya and Yb are the 
respective surface tensions and Yab is the interfacial surface tension between a and b. 
If the spreading coefficient is positive then the solvent will spread while if it is 
negative it will not. In reality, the system is not so simple, as the spreading solvent 
will be soluble in the substrate to some extent and this may change the surface tension 
to such an extent that the spreading coefficient becomes negative and the solvent 
forms a lens as opposed to a thin film. 
Monolayer Phases 
IT-A isotherms display the mechanical properties of a film. Reducing the area of an 
insoluble monolayer film typically results in transitions in the film (and IT-A isotherm) 
which may range from very small kinks41 ,42 and inflections to very sharp collapses. 
These features mark changes in the state of the film. Of these states, only those at 
very low compressions, where the surfactant molecules have very little effect on the 
surface properties43 , and at very high compression, where solid crystalline phases 
exist41 •44•45 , are well understood. The regions in between have been poorly 
described, except from the thermodynamical view point43 , until recently when other 
techniques17·18•27·28•29and theoretical studies30·31 A6-48 have provided insights. 
Generally isotherms of monolayers can be classified (following Langmuir) into 
gaseous, liquid and solid regions, though whether or not these are found for a 
particular surfactant depends on many factors, including, temperature, compression, 
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substrate-head group interactions, chemical structure and conformation. The number 
of variables leads to the requirement that all conditions are carefully recorded to ensure 
reproducibility. 
Film Collapse 
Monolayer films can be made to collapse to multilayer or bulk phases if they are 
compressed above their equilibrium spreading pressure, Ilesp· The equilibrium 
spreading pressure is defined as the pressure to which a monolayer film will 
equilibrate when in contact with its bulk phase. Compressing a film to Ilesp will not 
necessarily cause it to collapse, as it depends to some extent on the nature of the bulk 
sample. Samples which are liquids in their bulk states have been noted to collapse at 
their equilibrium spreading pressure49 while crystalline bulk phases can be 
compressed far above their Ilesp 50. The latter may be due to either a lack of suitable 
nuclei to cause collapse or to the collapsed phase having a different structure than the 
bulk phase used to determine Ilesp· Another pressure is therefore defined, the 
collapse pressure, which is the pressure at which the collapse of the film can be 
observed. It should be noted that a number of factors can affect the collapse process 
which include sample purity, where impurities can form nucleation sites, and 
compression rates, which can cause high pressure gradients if the films are viscous. 
There are a number of studies of monolayer collapse51-60. The mechanism of collapse 
to trilayer has been postulated51 to involve the initial formation of a ridge which then 
folds over onto the mono layer to form a trilayer as shown in Figure 1.3. 
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Buckle 
Fold 
Collapse 
Figure 1.3. Possible mechanism of monolayer collapse to trilayer as proposed by 
Ries51 . 
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Polymer Chemical Physics 
In an attempt to understand the complex action of polymer surfactants at the air-water 
interface, it has been useful to consider the solution and bulk characteristics of 
polymer chains. The structure at the air-water interface will be partially determined by 
these, though there will be a strong influence from the hydrophobic-hydrophilic 
interactions between the water substrate and polar head group. The purpose of this 
section is to highlight the concepts of polymer physics and the properties of the 
polymers which may influence the resulting film. 
Bulk Polymer Properties61 -63 • 
There are many factors which influence the properties of a polymer, such as the 
molecular weight, temperature, chemical structure and available conformations. The 
first classification of polymers is into crystalline and amorphous states. Polyisoprene, 
atactic polystyrene and the dendrimers fall into the latter category though a few of the 
lower generation dendrimers have been crystallised. The amorphous state is 
characterised by a completely random distribution of polymer chains with no 
crystalline regions. Neutron small angle scattering with deuterium tagged chains64 
has shown that polymers in this state assume the random coil conformation 
characteristic of their Theta solvent solutions. This state can be further classified into 
other states dependent on the extent of molecular motion in the sample. The regions 
of interest are the glassy, rubbery and viscous regions. 
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Molecular Motion 
Molecular motion of a linear polymer chain proceeds via rotation about the single 
bonds in the chain which leads to jumps of the various segments. There is a potential 
energy barrier to rotation due to molecular flexibility, or lack thereof, though an 
increase in the temperature of the system can overcome this hindrance. Thus a bulk 
polymer can be made to undergo transitions from a glassy, frozen state, to a rubbery 
state and finally into a molten or viscous state by increasing the temperature. All of 
these states have different physical properties and small angle neutron and X-ray 
scattering have played a definitive role in characterising them65. Before entering into 
a discussion of the properties of these states, a description of the glass transition and 
the free volume of a bulk polymer will be given, which will illuminate the physical 
properties associated with each region. 
The Glass Transition and Free Volume 
The glassy state is characterised by highly hindered chain motion, at low temperatures 
the polymer chains behave as stiff springs. At higher temperatures various relaxation 
phenomena associated with greater freedom of motion of the side groups and the main 
chain have been identified through studies of mechanical and dielectric loss, magnetic 
resonance and neutron inelastic scattering. If sufficient thermal energy is applied to 
the system, a transition to the rubbery state occurs where chains can now move and 
behave as weak springs. The temperature at which this transition occurs is termed the 
glass transition temperature, T g, and is an important marker of polymer behaviour. 
The transition is reversible and depends only on molecular motion though the 
temperature at which T g occurs depends largely on the chemical structure of the 
polymer. 
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Factors affecting Tg 
As molecular motion, and hence T g, depend on the ease of rotation about a single 
bond in the polymer chain, factors which affect rotation will affect T g· These include 
chain flexibility, molecular structure (steric hindrance), molecular weight, branching 
and cross linking. The most important of there are flexibility and molecular structure. 
For symmetrical polymers such as polyethylene or poly(dimethoxysilane), rotation is 
relatively free, while poly(phenylene oxide) is rotationally inhibited. For these 
polymers it is the chemical nature of the backbone which determines T gas shown in 
Table 1.1. For unsymmetrical polymers of the form -(CH2-CHX)n it is the steric 
hindrance and flexibility of the side group X which determines T g· Hence 
polystyrene (X = phenyl) has a glass transition at 373 K while polypropylene (X = 
-CH3) has T g = 253 K. However, T g decreases as the length of the alkyl side chain 
increases so that for poly (hex-1-ene) (X = -C4H9) Tg = 223 K. This is a factor of 
molecular flexibility and the free volume which results from the side chain ends and is 
better understood in light of free volume theory and the dependence of T g on the 
molecular weight. 
Table 1.1. Glass transition temperatures of a few polymers to indicate the effect of 
structure. 
Polymer Structure 
Polyethylene 
-(CH2-CH2)n- 180 
Poly ( dimethoxysilane) 
-(Si(CH3)2-O-Si(CH3)2)n- 150 
Poly (phenylene oxide) -(Ph-O)n- 350 
Polystyrene 
-(CH2-CH(Ph))n- 373 
Polypropylene 
-(CH2-CH(CH3))n- 253 
Poly (1-hexene) 
-(CH2-CH( CH2CH2CH2CH3) )n- 223 
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Free Volume Theory 
For a randomly packed amorphous polymer there is a certain fraction of the total 
volume, V, which does not contain any polymer chains. This space is termed the free 
volume, V f, and is a measure of the space available for polymers to undergo 
translations and rotations. 
1.12 
where VO is the volume occupied by the polymer molecules. The molecular and free 
volumes are temperature dependent, such that as T decreases V f decreases until there 
is not enough available volume for rotation to occur (segment jumps). This point 
marks T g. Below T g, the free volume remains constant as the mean position of the 
chains is frozen but the molecular volume still decreases due to the reduction of 
thermal vibrations of the molecules. 
Effect of Molecular Weight on the Glass Transition Temperature 
A relationship proposed for the glass transition temperature, T g, as a function of the 
molecular weight is 
1.13 
where T goo is the glass transition temperature for an infinite length polymer chain 
which is usually achieved by a molecular weight, M, of between 10 000 and 50 000 g 
mole- 1. K is a constant of the system under study. This theory is based on free 
volume theory, where a chain end has a larger free volume than an identical structural 
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unit in the chain. A polymer with more chain ends will have a lower T g due to the 
added free volume. 
If Ve is the excess free volume per chain end, then 2v eN is the excess free volume per 
mole and, 2pveNM-1 is the excess free volume per cm3. Assuming that the free 
volume is constant and independent of the molecular weight at T g then, 
2pNve = (T -T) M af goo g 1.14 
where Uf is the expansion coefficient of the free volume and can be approximated by 
the difference ~a between the expansion coefficients of the glass and the melt. For 
polystyrene Ve is about 40 A 3. 
In the oligomer region, where the chains are too short to adopt a guassian coil 
conformation, the glass transition temperature decreases more rapidly as chain length 
decreases and is no longer defined by the above equation 66. 
Characteristics of the Glassy, Rubbery and Viscous States 
The Glassy State 
The glassy state of an amorphous polymer is like that of a solid; it is often a 
transparent material, which is brittle due to the lack of translational pathways to 
release strain. There is an elastic response to applied stress via bond angle 
deformation, and the movement of pendent side groups, however, this is limited to 
about one percent deformation, beyond which bond rupture occurs resulting in brittle 
fracture. 
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The Rubbery State 
In this state above T g, the molecules are in coiled entangled structures, as elongated 
states are less energetically favourable. If a force is applied, and the molecular weight 
is greater than about 20 000 g/mole, the chains will elongate. If the force is only 
applied for a short period and is then relaxed, the chains will return to their original 
coil structure, as entanglements with other chains tends to inhibit movement. 
However, if the force is maintained, the extended chains have time to untangle and 
slip past one another into new regions where the coil conformation can be restabilised. 
If the length of the polymer chain is such that sufficient chain entanglements cannot 
occur to provide the elastic network then applied force will result in viscous flow. 
The Viscous State 
Presently two models exist for the structure of polymer melts; 1. The statistically 
coiled, interpenetrating and entangled polymer, where local order is only over very 
small regions which are continually affected by thermal fluctuations, and 2. The 
Meander model, where bundles of molecules in their energetically most favourable 
conformation assume all reasonable thermodynamically allowed disorders. These 
bundles then meander together. The argument for the meander model over the 
statistical coil is that in the coil model the chains would find it difficult to obtain 
optimal spatial packing without having large elastic chain deformations, especially if 
the chains were stiff' 1. 
The flow of polymer chains as mentioned above is restricted by entanglements with 
other chains. Therefore, the resulting viscosity of a polymer melt will be a composite 
of frictional terms for flow of a chain past neighbouring chains and all the entangled 
chains as well. Thus two regions are found in a log - log plot of viscosity vs chain 
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length. For short chains there is a lack of entanglements with other chains and the 
viscosity is then proportional to the chain length or molecular weight. However, 
above a critical length where chain entanglements become significant, the viscosity is 
then proportional to the chain length to a certain power which is dependent on the 
polymer under study. For polystyrene this critical chain length is about 730 atoms in 
the chain or a MW of about 7 5 00062. 
Polymer Solutions63 ,67-69 
Most of the theory describing polymer solutions is based on equilibrium statistical 
thermodynamics63•67•68 . The polymer chain is considered as a string of monomer 
units each with a certain freedom of rotation about the axis of the preceding monomer 
unit. This possible rotation allows the chain to kink randomly and hence a large 
number of different chain conformations are possible. This is the basis of the random 
flight model of polymer chains in solution. The rotation of a monomer unit is not 
unrestricted as neighbouring atoms and groups will interact and this results in some 
resistance to bending and twisting. The factors which affect this are the same as noted 
for the bulk polymers. Three concentration regimes are considered for polymer 
solutions; dilute, semi dilute and concentrated69, though only the dilute region will be 
considered as this corresponds to the concentrations used for the spreading solutions. 
In the dilute regime, the polymer chain assumes a non-overlapping coil conformation. 
The random walk of a chain has been interpreted by statistical methods67 to give an 
expression for the mean-square end-to-end distance, <R2>, 
1.15 
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where n is the number of repeat units in the chain and a is the characteristic length of 
the repeat unit. A similar expression can be derived for the radius of gyration, Rg, of 
a polymer chain, where the radius of gyration is defined as the root-mean-square of 
the radii to the repeat units about the centre of mass. These two quantities are related 
by the mean-square radius of gyration being six times smaller than the mean-square 
end-to-end distance. 
The other parameter which is important for describing the polymer solution is the 
excluded-volume effect. The term excluded-volume was first used by Flory 70, to 
describe any affect arising from intra- or interchain interactions. This effect arises as 
two segments of a polymer chain cannot overlap in the same space, ie. there are 
repulsive forces to contend with. In a good solvent the monomer-solvent interaction 
pulls the monomer units away from each other and expands the coil dimensions, ie. a 
repulsive force is acting on the coils. In poor solvents, the opposite occurs, ie. the net 
force is attractive. As a solvent is made poorer, either by changing the solvating 
species or decreasing the temperature, a point is reached where the attractive and 
repulsive forces are balanced, this is called the Theta condition. The Theta state, 
experimentally can be found by measuring the osmotic pressure of a polymer solution 
at different concentrations. The second virial coefficient, A2, of the equation 
expressing the osmotic pressure, Ilos, in terms of the concentration, 
1.16 
will have a value of zero when the Theta state is attained. As can be seen by this 
equation, the second virial coefficient for a homologous polymer, and hence the Theta 
state, depends on the molecular weight and temperature. 
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Scaling 
There are many properties of polymers which can be related to the molecular weight 
through simple power law expressions . For instance, the radius of gyration, Rg, of 
polymer chains in solution, scales as a function of molecular weight, MW, the 
function being dependent on the polymer and solvent system chosen69 . The scaling 
relationship found for large molecular weight polystyrene agrees well with theory 
which predicts the scaling relationship, 
Rg=KMWV 1.17 
where K is a constant of the solvent and temperature, and v is the Flory parameter 
which for real chains in a good solvent is given by v = 3/(d+2), where d is the 
dimensionality of the system. v is larger for better solvents and equal to 0.5 at the 
Theta solvent state. The scaling exponent was predicted to vary between 0.5 for a 
Theta solvent to 0.6 for the polymer in a good solvent which has been found 1•71 . 
This scaling relationship should also hold for the area per molecule of non-
interpenetrating spherical polymer chains constrained to a two dimensional domain, 
such as at the air-water interface, though the scaling exponent would now range from 
1.0, for a "Theta" solvent state, to 1.2, for a "good" solvent state, and even higher if 
the dimensionality of the polymer chain was reduced69. 
With these concepts in hand, the behaviour of the polymer surfactants, polyisoprene, 
polystyrene, and the dendrimers, will be considered at the air-water interface. The 
resultant films from spreading will be studied by the consideration of the surface 
pressure as a function of area, and the information derived will be complimented by 
neutron reflectivity studies. 
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CHAPTER 2. Theory 
Specular Neutron Reflectivity 
Specular neutron and X-ray reflectivity techniques are useful for probing thin film 
structure and provide refractive index, or density, profiles in the direction of the 
surface normal. As a first approximation, neutron and X-ray optics can be treated by 
classical optics, as the propagation of these radiations can be described by a wave 
equation. To use classical optics, the neutron refractive index in the medium of 
interest has to be known and is given by 
-1 A2 N~ Pi b ., Naa n - - - £.J-- i + l/',, 
2n . MW· 4n l l 
2.1 
where A is the neutron wavelength, N Avogadro's number, Pi the density, MWi the 
atomic weight, bi the neutron scattering length of the ith component, and cr a the 
absorption cross section. The imaginary term in Equation 2.1 accounts for absorption 
of neutrons by the medium and can typically be ignored for most materials except 
those containing Li, B, Cd, Sm and Gd for which the absorption coefficient is large. 
Now, consider Figure 2.1 for the reflection of neutrons, or any radiation, from an 
interface. The incident ray, ko, in medium O with refractive index no is partially 
reflected, kr, and transmitted kt, Snell's law, no cos So = n 1 cos St is obeyed and the 
angle of incidence So equals the angle of reflection Sr. The magnitude of the wave 
vector, ki, is commonly known in classical optics as the propagation number and is 
defined as k=21t/A. In the case of specular reflection it is the z, or normal, component 
of the wave vector which is of interest and this is given by, 
k 2n . 0 z,0 = Ts1n O 2.2 
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Figure 2.1. Vector diagram of reflection and refraction of a neutron at an interface. 
Snell's law applies such that no cos0o = n1 cos0r, and 0o = 0r. The magnitude of 
the wave vector in the direction of the surface normal is kz o = (21t/A) sin0o. 
' 
Note, the magnitude of the momentum transfer, Qz, in the z direction, for the 
reflection process is 
Q 4n. 0 z,O = ys1n O 2.3 
The amplitude of the reflected wave is expressed by the Fresnel reflectivity coefficient 
which relates the amplitudes of the incident reflected and transmitted waves by 
kz i - kz i+l r - ' , i,i+l -
kz,i + kz,i+ 1 
where i is the ith medium. This expression may be more familiar as 
r = n0 sin 0 0 - n1 sin 01 
n0 sin 00 + n1 sin 01 
2.4 
2.5 
It is necessary to ensure that the wave vectors in Equation 2.3 are corrected for the 
refractive index of the medium through which they propagate. This is accomplished 
by the modification 
1 
kz,i = ( k},o - 4npf )2 2.6 
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where pf is the neutron scattering length density of the ith layer and kz,O is the 
magnitude of the wave vector in air or vacuum. This equation can also be written as 
1 
kz, i = kz,0 - kc,i 2 ( 2 2 )- 2.7 
where kc i is the critical wave vector below which all incident radiation is reflected. 
' 
kc,i can be calculated from Equation 2.2 using the value of the critical angle 0c which 
is given to a good approximation by 
2.8 
where the term in the brackets is 2 times the second term for the refractive index in 
Equation 2.1. 
The reflectivity, R, the total intensity reflected from the first interface, is given by 
2.9 
where r* denotes the complex conjugate of r to account for the imaginary term 
produced by the absorption of radiation. 
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Figure 2.2. Reflection from a thin film showing the reflected amplitude coefficients 
ro 1 and ri 2. 
' ' 
Now for a thin film of thickness d 1, reflection occurs from both interfaces as shown in 
Figure 2.2. Note, multiple reflections occur, however, unless r~ 1, ie. as 0o~0c, 
the observed intensity from multiple repections falls off quickly with the order of the 
reflection. The refraction/reflection process at the interface, splits the amplitude of the 
neutron wave and can result in the formation of fringes of equal inclination. The 
sources of neutrons, and X-rays, presently in use do not produce coherent beams or 
pulses of radiation, ie. there is no phase relationship between different neutrons, 
therefore, the interference pattern observed results from the interference of the 
wavefront of a single neutron. More will be discussed about coherence later. 
The reflectivity coefficient can now be expressed as 
2.10 
where ~ is the optical path length difference and accounts for the phase relation 
between the two wavefronts. 
2.11 
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This form of analysis can be continued for multilayers and is simplified by using a 
matrix method 1-4. In this method, a characteristic matrix, Mj, is set up which relates 
the fields of the neutron wave at two adjacent boundaries. 
e 
[ 
i/3j-l 
M-j- -i/3j-1 
r·e 1 
r·e 1 i/3j-ll 
-i/3j-1 
e 
2.12 
The resultant matrix, MR, then relates all the reflection and refraction terms through a 
multilayer film. 
2.13 
To calculate the reflectance, R, of a multilayer film, the characteristic matrices of all the 
layers are calculated, multiplied from the substrate up to the top of the film, and then 
the resultant terms, mu, m12, m21 and m22 are substituted into the equation 
2 
( m11 + m12Ps )Pa - ( m21 + m22 )Ps R=•~----"---~---~-• 
(mu+ m12Ps )Pa+ (m21 + m22)Ps 
2.14 
The kinematic5•6 theory (and other approximate methods) 7 are based on this 
derivation, though they incorporate three approximations; 1. multiple reflections from 
all interfaces are neglected, 2. the refractive index correction to the path length, also 
known as the optical path length, for each layer in the film is replaced by an 
approximate length for the film, and 3. the reflectance from an interface is 
proportional to the scattering length density difference across the interface. The 
reflectance is then related to the scattering length density profile by an inverse Fourier 
transformation, and can be expressed by 
16n2 00 d z . ( J 
2 
R(Q)= Q4 JJ ~~ ))exp(-1Qz)dz 2.15 
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where the initial term is the Fresnel reflectance and can be used to remove the Q-4 
dependence of the measured reflectivity by multiplying R(Q) by Q4 . This 
approximation of the actual reflectivity profile, such as that measured or calculated by 
the recursion method, is good as long as Q»Qc; the critical value of Q below which 
total reflection occurs. At small Q, the kinematic theory tends to shift the reflectivity 
profile to smaller Q. 
The above discussion indicates how the scattering length density profiles of the film 
-
can be calculated exactly. The inherent problem, however, is that the detector 
measures the intensity, the square of the amplitude, which loses the phase 
information. Thus it is not possible to go directly from the intensity profile to the 
scattering length density profile. To obtain the scattering length density profile it is 
necessary to create a model, calculate the reflectivity profile and using a least squares 
fitting routine, adjust the parameters to fit the experimental intensity. This procedure 
does not lead to a unique reflectivity profile as many 1nodels may fit the same data. 
Neutron reflectivity as a technique has an advantage over X-ray reflectivity when it 
comes to deciding if a model is appropriate; neutrons are scattered to different degrees 
by different isotopes. Thus, without changing the chemistry of the system being 
studied, it is possible to change the reflectivity by making appropriate isotopic 
substitutions. This then places a constraint on the model; that it must fit all reflectivity 
profiles measured for the different isotopic (contrast) variations. In surfactant studies, 
contrast variations can be produced by varying the isotopic constitutions of the 
substrate, headgroup and hydrophobic tail. (note. it is to some extent debateable 
whether or not deuteration of materials changes the chemistry. Physically the 
dimensions of a protonated and deuterated species will be the same, however, there is 
some evidence of phase separation8 of isotopically substituted material, and there will 
be a slight shift in melting point etc.). 
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It is possible to extract some information from the reflectivity profile by methods 
which are model independent. Since the spacing of the interference pattern is a result 
of the optical path length difference created by the thickness of the film, the difference 
in the wave vectors of successive minima can be used to calculate the thickness of the 
film by 
2.16 
Having this knowledge, it is possible to restrict the models used to fit the reflectivity 
profiles. 
Recently, several methods9-11 have been developed to remove some of the uncertainty 
involved in selecting the correct model. These have been reviewed and extended 12. 
Also the method of partial structure factors has been developed3 and applied to 
surfactant systems3• 13-17 as a means of exact structure determination. 
Roughness 
Up to this point, an assumption has been made that the interface is perfectly sharp, ie. 
no roughness. In reality there is a roughness or diffuseness associated with all 
interfaces. If the roughness of an interface is assumed to be Guassian the standard 
deviation of the actual surface from the mean value is cr, cr2=<[z(x,y)-z(x',y')]2>. If 
the surface roughness is assumed to be gaussian in distribution and only depends on 
the relative position (X,Y)=(x'-x,y'-y), then it can be described by a function 
g(X, Y) = ([z(x' ,y')- z(x,y)J2) 2.17 
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where g(X,Y) is an average over all pairs of points on the surface. Representations of 
g(X,Y) have been described by Sinha 18. For a self-affine surface, the roughness can 
be expressed by 
g(X, Y) = g(R) = AR2h (O(h(l) 2.18 
where R=(X2-Y2)0.5. This expression provides a good model for most surfaces with 
the value of h (representing the jaggedness of the surface, a smooth surface would 
have a value of h=l) usually varying in the range of 0.5 to 0.7. g(X,Y) can be 
expressed as 
g(X, Y) = 2( z2 )- 2(z(X, Y)z(0,0)) 
and in terms of the height-height correlation function C(X,Y) 
C(X,Y) = (z(X, Y)z(0,0)) = a2 _ _!_ g(X, Y) 
2 
2.19 
2.20 
The specular reflectivity is then modified from the Fresnel reflectivity and is given by 
2.21 
which is similar to the Debye-W aller factor in crystallography. 
The effect of surface roughness is to reduce the specularly reflected intensity and 
increase the diffuse or off-specular scattering. Indeed, any lateral, in-plane, variation 
in the scattering length density will give rise to an off-specular component of the 
reflectivity. 
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Coherence Length and Its Importance 
The coherence length of a neutron is the length scale over which a neutron can be 
scattered and still constructively interfere with itself. This becomes an important factor 
when considering rough surfaces (or surfaces with in-plane density variations) . For 
instance, if the coherence length is smaller than the features in the surface, L 1 in 
Figure 2.3, then the average scattering length density that the neutron sees is much 
different than if the coherence length is much larger than the surface features , L2. In 
the first case, small coherence length, the measured reflectivity from the surface, is the 
sum of the squares of the reflected amplitudes. In the case of a long coherence length, 
the measured intensity is the square of the sum of the reflected amplitudes. This will 
make a difference as to how the reflectivity is analysed 19. 
• • 
Figure 2.3. Coherence lengths larger than the typical domain size, ie L2, result in 
the coherent addition of reflectivity while short coherence lengths, ie L1 , result in 
incoherent addition of reflectivity. 
Determination of Coherence Length 
As previously mentioned, neutron sources produce incoherent neutrons, ie. there is 
no phase relationship between the neutrons coming from the source. This means that 
the interference fringes observed in the reflectivity profiles result from the phase 
difference created by the reflecting film acting on a single neutron. 
In classical optics, the coherence length is calculated from the natural band width 
(frequency spread), of the photon. This arises from the finite time it takes to produce 
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Fresnel zones 
A neutron beam is composed of isolated particles which propagate 
outwards from the nuclei from which they are expelled. Neutrons and 
their trajectories are considered to classical in nature though they do 
exhibit quantum mechanical properties, (they exhibit wave properties 
as indicated by neutron interferometers where their wavefronts are 
split). As such neutrons can also be considered to propagate as spherical 
waves. Huygens principle states that every point on a primary 
wavefront serves as the source of spherical secondary wavelets such 
that the primary wavefront at some time later is the envelope of these 
wave_lets. Moreover, the wavelets advance with a speed and frequency 
equal to that of the primary wave at each point in space. The Huygens-
Fresnel principle points out that a secondary wave propagating 
spherically would necessitate a wave travelling back towards the source, 
which is not confirmed experimentally ie. the trajectory of an isolated 
particle, whether considered as a wave, is rigorously classical. This last 
statement must be rectified with the propagation of a spherical wave by 
the inclusion of an obliquity or inclination factor, 
K( 0) = cos 0 + I 
2 
This factor dispenses with the reverse propagating wave. 
Fresnel zones are introduced as a means of defining regions of constant 
phase across the spherical wavefront, (for the purpose of obtaining a 
resultant intensity from the spherical secondary wavelets at a point P). 
This involves a division of the spherical wavefront into annular regions 
of constant phase, centred around the axis of propagation. Fresnel zone 
are defined by the intersection of the wavefront with a series of spheres 
centred at a point P having radii r+')..J2, r+3A/2, r+SA/2,... where r is the 
radius of the sphere just touching the primary wavefront. Each 
successive zone is 7t out of phase with the previous zone. In reality the 
phase across a zone is not constant but varies from 0-n, n-2n,... radians, 
for the first, second,... Fresnel zones. The result of this is that the 
amplitude arriving at P from the spherical wavefront follows a spiral 
path, called the vibration curve. It does not follow a circular path as the 
obliquity factor results in a decrease in each successive amplitude. The 
resultant amplitude of the unobstructed wavefront is half that of the 
first Fresnel zone. 
Fresnel zones can be used to calculate the resultant amplitude of all 
scattered waves at a point P a distance d away from the scattering 
material. This is important for in the case of transmission, the scattered 
wave can then interfere with the straight through beam, while in the 
case of reflection, the amplitudes of the scattered neutron from each 
layer, and from refractive index gradients within an interface can 
result in interference terms (ie the in-plane length over which a 
neutron will interfere). 
I 
the photon. The spread of times, ~t, taken by photons, or neutrons, passing a given 
point in space is related to the reciprocal of the band width, ~v. If the amplitude of the 
photon is split in an interferometer (thin film) and both wavefronts subsequently pass 
a point P in space, the optical path length difference between the two wavefronts will 
determine whether or not they will interfere. If the path length difference is small, 
then they will overlap at P and interfere and the radiation is coherent. However, when 
the optical path length difference is large, the wavefronts will pass P at different times 
and not interfere, and therefore the radiation is incoherent. 
The classical calculation of the coherence length, Af, has been 
2.22 
This coherence length has been termed the longitudinal coherence length. There is 
also a lateral coherence length. A lower limit based upon beam divergences is given 
by the arguments of T.P. Russell 1. For CRISP, these calculations give longitudinal 
and transverse lengths of 15µm and 1.4 µm respectively. 
In either case these estimates exceed the dimensions, as discussed later, of the density 
fluctuations, reported below which are deemed to contribute to the off-specular 
scattering in the present system. The specular and off-specular scattering is therefore 
coherent in these systems so that in any calculation, scattering amplitudes and not 
intensities would be additive. 
A final point to be made is that the measured reflectivity profile may not indicate the 
presence of coherent reflection. This results from the optics of the reflectometer, 
which will tend to smear out the interference pattern. It has been shown in 
measurements of the coherence length that when the optical path length has become 
such that there appears to no longer be any coherence, improving the optics, ie. by 
'reducing the pulse size on a spallation source or by improving the dispersion from the 
monochromator, the system is returned back to coherence20. 
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z 
Qz = ko (sin 80 + sin 01) 
kl 
.X 
Film 
Substrate 
Figure 2.4. Ray diagram showing reflection from the interface. For specular 
reflection 00 equals 01 and ~ = 0. 
Off-Specular Reflection 
There are several factors which will lead to reflection of the incident radiation in 
directions other than the specular direction (as per Figure 2.4). As already mentioned, 
surface roughness is a cause of such scattering, which is specular reflection from a 
surface which is not the mean surface. Another aspect of the surface which results in 
off-specular scattering is the presence of in-plane density domains which may be 
correlated and effectively give rise to a small angle scattering of the incident radiation. 
The first observation of off-specular X-ray scattering was made by Y oneda21 . 
Quantitative representation of this scattering has lead to several methods based on the 
Born approximation 18·22, the specular approximation23•24, Green's function25 and the 
Distorted Wave Born Approximation26. 
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There are three possible origins of off-specular scattering due to roughness as 
described by Pynn26-28 in some detail. The first type of scattering is a result of the 
roughness in the first interface and results in fringes which occur at very small values 
of Qz in the vicinity of the critical edge. These fringes have a classical optical 
equivalent first noted by Newton for dust on a back silvered mirror. Consider two 
incident waves; the first is scattered from the roughness of the first interface and then 
reflected from the second interface. The second wave is reflected from the second 
interface and then scattered by the roughness in the first interface. The second type of 
fringe results from the scattering off of the lower layer of a thin film. This also results 
in fringes which occur in the region of low Qz. The third type of fringe system arises 
when there is a correlation between the roughness of the two interfaces. These fringes 
are at regularly spaced values of Qz, and coincide with maxima in the specular 
reflectivity profile. The off-specular scattering due to domains also produces fringes 
along Qz though this is different from the scattering due to correlated roughness29. 
The expression of off-specular scattering may be easiest to understand from the Born 
Approximation 18•22 . The intensity, I, observed at the detector, units of counts per 
second, can be expressed as 
da I(q) = <l>TEf-(q)dQ 
dQ 2.24 
where <I> is the incident flux in photons per area per second, T is the transmission 
coefficient which can be used for reflection measurements, Ethe detector efficiency in 
counts per photon, and Q is the solid angle over which the scattering is collected. The 
term da / dQ is the differential scattering cross-section and contains information of the 
structure which scatters and can be represented by the surface integral, 
da- (q) = (lip )2 I I (dS-A) · (ds' . A)e-iq·(r-r') 
dQ (q · A)2 s s 2.25 
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where A is an arbitrary unit vector in space and dS is the differential surface vector in 
the direction of the surface normal. The differential scattering cross section can be 
grouped into three terms, 
da 2 
-(q) = p SyS(q) 
dQ 
2.26 
where p2 is the mean scattering length density fluctuation in the system, ST is the total 
illuminated interfacial surface area of the system, and S( q) is the structure factor which 
depends on the interfacial structure. 
The total scattering cross section from a rough surface can be expressed as 
dc, = p2 JI dxdyJf dx' dy' ·e -iqz[z(x,y)-z(x' ,y')]e -i[qx(x-x')+qy(y-y')] 
dQ q} So So 
2.27 
S0 is defined as the x,y-plane of the sample. The diffuse scattering function can then 
be expressed as 
This can be solved by numerical methods for different models of the surface 
roughness 18 . 
The off-specular X-ray scattering due to in-plane density variations of an A-B block 
copolymer multilayer, with surface domains, has been studied29 . The object was to 
compare the lateral correlation functions, obtained from micrographs of the surface of 
study, to the measured scattering functions based on the specular approximation 
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method of Stearns24. This involved an analysis away from the critical edge and they 
derived the following expression for the diffuse scattering cross section 
Medium 
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Figure 2.5. Representation of the interface of the collapsed film structure. 
where the i,j represent interfaces and vary from 1 at the polymer/air interface to Nat 
the polymer/substrate interface. m,n refer to the layers of the media and range from 0 
for air to N for the substrate. See Figure 2.5. Pm is the scattering length density of 
medium layer m, Qz,m is the momentum transfer in layer m, while Qx and Qy are the 
x, and y components of the momentum transfer. Zi is the average height of the 
interface i, and CTi is the root mean square roughness of interface i. Pij(X,Y) is 
· defined as the total coherent domain-domain and roughness correlation functions 
between interfaces i and j, and is given by 
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Pu(X,Y) = h(X,Y)Ru +h(X,Y)+ Ru for i,j<l-1 
a
2 h( X, Y)Rij a 2 h( X, Y) 
= 2 + 2 + Rij for (1-a) (1-a) i,j = l 
= R·· - ah(X, Y) - ah(X, Y)Rij for 
lJ 1- a 1- a 
i < l -1,j = l 
2.30 
i = l,j < l -1 
where 1 is the index of the layer supporting the surface domains, a, is the surface 
coverage of the domains, and ai is the coverage of interface i. ai is equal to a if the 
interface contains domains, (1-a) if it supports domains and 1 if the layer is complete. 
The domain-domain correlation functions are represented by h(X, Y) and the coherent 
part of the roughness correlation function by Rij, 
2.31 
where Cij(X,Y) is the height-height correlation function between interfaces i and j. 
This treatment of the off-specular scattering forms the basis of how the subject is 
approached in this thesis. The collapse of a monolayer film, suspected of leading to 
surface domains consistent with this model, was imaged using electron microscopy 
and the images converted to correlation functions of the surface. The intent being to 
relate these to the measured off-specular scattering as a function of the degree of 
collapse. 
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Kinetics of Monolayer Collapse 
Compression of the monolayer film to a pressure above the equilibrium spreading 
pressure, Ilesp, results in a film which is subject to relaxation through a collapse 
process. The equilibrium spreading pressure is the pressure measured when a 
crystal/drop of a surfactant is in equilibrium with its monolayer film. The collapse 
process proceeds by a nucleation and growth mechanism and results in a three 
dimensional overlayer of the new phase. 
Theories to quantitatively describe the two dimensional to three dimensional transition 
have been derived30-35, based on the theory derived for crystal nucleation and 
growth36-39. The main features of this theory are that the overall rate of kinetics is 
given by a convolution of nucleation and growth rates, and that the growth of the 
nuclei is limited by overlap of the growing centres. This theory accounts for the 
simple geometrical shapes which may be expected due to surface tension, such as 
cylinders and hemispheres, instantaneous and progressive nucleation, and growth 
from the perimeter edge of the new phase, or from the basal area. A description of the 
theory is given below. 
Transformation of Monolayer to Overgrown 3-D Phases 
The rate of change of the number of molecules in the monolayer to overlayer, dn/dt, 
can be expressed as 
dn -rdA 
-- -
dt dt 2.32 
where A is the total surface area of the monolayer film and r is the surface 
concentration, n/ A, of the surfactant molecules. In the absence of any other loss 
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mechanisms, such as solution or evaporation, the rate of loss of material from the 
monolayer is equal to the rate of gain in the overlayer. Thus the number of molecules 
forming the 3-D centres on the monolayer, nc, will be 
2.33 
Nucleation 
As stated the nucleation process can occur in the metastable portion of the isotherm 
above the equilibrium spreading pressure. The nucleation process is assumed to be 
first order so that the nucleation law is 
2.34 
where N is the number of nuclei at any time t, Nmax is the number of potential 
nucleation sites and kn is the nucleation rate constant. The rate of nucleation is 
therefore 
2.35 
Thus for instantaneous nucleation, (large kn) 
N::::; NMax 2.35 
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Figure 2.6. Instantaneous nucleation, all nuclei are present or developed in the 
initial stages of the collapse process. 
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while for progressive nucleation, (small kn) 
2.36 
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Figure 2.7. Progressive nucleation, nuclei continually develop during the collapse 
process. 
Growth of a Single Centre 
It is assumed that the 3-D centres growing from the nuclei do so in a shape-preserving 
way, with a definite geometry and that mass transfer occurs from a specific area, (ie. 
at the perimeter edge or basal area) and it occurs at a uniform rate. For edge growth in 
a cylindrical geometry, the growth rate, dng/dt, is given by 
dng = 2rcrhk = ..e_ dV 
dt g M dt 
2.37 
where h is the constant height of the cylinder, kg the growth rate constant, r the 
radius, p the density of the centre and M the molecular weight. Integrating the right 
of the above expression, and equating the volume to that of a cylinder yields an 
expression for the radius of the growing cylinder 
2.38 
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which, by insertion back into the above equation, gives a growth rate of 
dn M 2 
_g =-2nk ht 
dt p g 2.39 
similar expressions can be derived for other geometries such as hemispheres and 
lenticular lenses31•35 and for basal area growth. 
Convolution of Nucleation and Growth Rates 
The simplest case arises from the instantaneous nucleation, where kn is large and the 
nucleation rate is mearly N:::::NMax· Convolution of this term with the growth rate of a 
single centre growing to a cylinder of constant height, gives the overall nucleation and 
growth rate, dnngldt, of 
dnng = N (dng J 
dt Max dt 2.40 
For progressive nucleation, the number of nuclei formed in a time period t, must be 
multiplied by the growth rate corresponding with the previous period of time and 
integrated between O and t, and so the overall nucleation and growth rate becomes 
dnng = J dng dN dy 
dt O dt t=t-y dt t= y 
2.41 
For the case of the cylinder with edge growth, the overall nucleation and growth rate 
becomes 
2.42 
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Limitation of Growth by Overlap of the Growing Centres 
It is assumed that when two growing centres collide, growth will stop along the 
contact region which is not what has been derived in the total nucleation and growth 
rate. The portion of the film which is transformed, is given by 
2.43 
while the portion of the film from overlapped centres, z0 1, is given by 
2.44 
The ratio of change of the transformed film to the change of the overlapped 
transformed film is then given by 
dz 
--=1-z 
dzol 
2.45 
where the (1-z) term represents the portion of the film not yet converted to overlayer. 
Integration of this expression and substituting in the expressions for z and z0 1, gives 
0 
= 1-exp ---A -A ( nng J 
Ao-~ ncoo 
2.46 
going back to the example of cylindrical edge growth, and taking the case of 
instantaneous nucleation, this equation becomes 
A -A ( ) 0 = 1-exp Ktx 
Ao-~ 
2.47 
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where x=2 and 
2 
K = _M_N_M_ax_n_k-=-g_h 2.48 
A list of the constants K and the x are given in Table 2.1 as a function of the 
geometry, growth point and whether the nucleation is instantaneous or progressive. 
These can then be compared to experimental results. 
Table 2.1. Growth mechanisms and associated rate constants. 
Geometry Growth Nucleation X K 
Point 
Hemisphere Edge Instantaneous 3/2 4nd
312 (2M I p)112 k; 12 
3ncoo 
43 
l r2 Hemisphere Edge Progressive 5/2 8n d3!2 2M k N k3!2 15 n Max g ncoo p 
2 
Cylinder Edge Instantaneous 2 nhMNMaxkg 
pncoo 
2 
Cylinder Edge Progressive 3 nhMknNMaxkg 
3pncoo 
2 3 
Hemisphere Basal area Instantaneous 3 nM kgNMax 
2 l2p ncoo 
2 3 
Hemisphere Basal area Progressive 4 nM kgknNMax 
2 48p ncoo 
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CHAPTER 3. Experimental 
This chapter is concerned with the procedures used throughout this research and 
ranges from the synthesis of monodisperse polymer surfactants to the running of 
isotherms and the experimental details of the neutron reflectometer, CRISP at The 
Rutherford Appleton Laboratories. 
Surfactant Synthesis 
The synthesis of polyisoprene and polystyrene can be carried out by a number of 
methods, however, it is important that the molecular weight distribution be as narrow 
as possible so that chain length effects in the surfactant behaviour can be studied. For 
this reason, it was necessary to make the polymers using anionic polymerisation 
which is capable of producing controlled molecular weights with distributions , 
Mw/Mn, of 1.1 or less. The other feature of this technique is the ability to 
functionalise the ends of the polymer1. 
Initiation of an anionic polymerisation is by an anionic species such as n-butyl lithium, 
which has ionic and covalent properties depending on the polarity of the solvent. In 
non-polar solvents, n-butyl lithium tends to form associated complexes, while polar 
and coordinating solvents break these complexes up and solvate the lithium, leaving a 
relatively free anionic butyl group. Initiation involves attack by the anion on the 
double bonds of the monomers resulting in another anion. The propagation step of the 
reaction involves further attack on more of the monomer which continues until all of 
the monomer is consumed, and hence the initiator to monomer ratio determines the 
final molecular weight of the polymer with one mole of initiator producing one mole of 
product. When all the propagation is finished a living anionic species is left. 
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Impurities, such as oxygen, water and carbon dioxide result in premature termination 
of the reaction and cause a skew in the expected molecular weight distribution. 
Successful termination of the polymerised material depends on what functionality is 
desired 1. Addition of methanol will terminate the living polymer with a proton when 
the anion extracts the proton of the alcohol group and yields a hydrophobic polymer. 
Addition of carbon dioxide to the living polymer can produce an acid functional group, 
though under certain conditions2, this can lead to two and even three additions of the 
polymer chain to the carbon dioxide carbon, producing a symmetrical ketone or a 
tertiary alcohol respectively. The use of ethylene oxide as a terminating agent 
produces an alcohol functional group with a two carbon spacer between the end of the 
polymer chain and the alcohol. A more detailed discussion of the method of synthesis 
of these polymers is given below. 
The general apparatus for anionic polymerisation is shown in Figure 3.1. A diffusion 
pump is used to generate a vacuum of 10-5-10-6 Torr. The reactor and line was baked 
in-situ while under vacuum until the pressure dropped to < 10-5 Torr. Solvent and 
monomer were then distilled over to the measuring arm before addition to the reactor. 
The initiator, n-butyl lithium, was added to the reactor via a syringe through the suba 
seal while the reactor was in a nitrogen filled glove box. The polymerisations where 
generally left stirring overnight to come to completion and the living polymers were 
functionalised by termination with ethylene oxide, to form an alcohol end group, or 
methanol to produce a purely hydrophobic polymer. 
The solvent, toluene, was distilled over Na/benzophenone under nitrogen onto CaH2 
before use, while THF was distilled in a similar manner though it was over P2O5. 
Monomers were washed with aqueous base and distilled onto CaH2 prior to use to 
remove inhibitor. All monomers, solvents and terminating species were then degassed 
three times on the vacuum line by freeze-pump-thawing. The initiator, n-butyl lithium 
(15% in hexane solution, 1.6M), was used as supplied though the concentration was 
checked by titration, with a standard acid. 
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Figure 3.1. Experimental apparatus for the synthesis of polymer surfactants by anionic techniques. 
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An aliquot of n-butyl lithium was hydrolysed with water and another reacted with 
benzyl chloride as a blank to determine the concentration of LiOH in the aliquot3. 
All polymers were washed with large volumes of distilled methanol, to remove lithium 
salts from the initiator, in conjunction with being dissolved in hexane or acetone, for 
polyisoprene or polystyrene, respectively. The clean polymers were then taken to 
dryness on a rotovap and pumped on to remove any residual solvent. 
Molecular weights were determined by Gel Permeation Chromatography, GPC, 
against polystyrene and polyisoprene calibration standards using Waters ultra-styragel 
columns suitable for the molecular weight range studied. 1 H NMR was used to check 
for purity and to characterise the polymer structure. The two polymers have different 
requirements for polymerisation which ~ill be discussed below in conjunction with the 
structure of the resultant polymers. 
Polystyrene 
An example of the polymerisation process is given below for the polystyrene system 
initiated by n-butyl lithium, Figure 3.2. The initiation process proceeds via anionic 
attack at the least substituted carbon of the double bond yielding the stabilised styryl 
anion which can then propagate the polymerisation reaction in a similar manner. The 
'living' polystyryl anion continues to react with monomer until all the monomer is 
exhausted or a termination reaction occurs. It is important to note that this reaction is 
very fast and exothermic, so care is needed to ensure that the internal pressure of the 
reactor does not become too great. Termination of the anion involves nucleophilic 
attack which is usually produced by addition of a suitable species when polymerisation 
i complete. Termination will also occur if such impurities as oxygen, water or carbon 
dioxide are present o it is necessary to perform the synthesis under vacuum 
condition with rigorously purified solvents and reagents. 
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Figure 3.2. Initiation and propagation steps for the anionic polymerisation of 
polystyrene by n-butyl lithium. Polymerisation proceeds in a head to tail manner. 
The production of narrow molecular weight distributions for polystyrene, PS, requires 
the addition of tetrahydrofuran, THF, to the reaction to coordinate the lithium and 
break up any kinetically slow reacting complexes. This results in a very rapid head to 
tail reaction with the attack on the monomer at the least hindered carbon of the double 
bond, producing the more stable polystyryl anion which gives an intense orange-red 
colour to the solution. The resultant atactic polymer, ie an irregular arrangement of the 
phenyl groups on either side of the chain, has characteristically broad peaks in the 1 H 
NMR, as seen in Figure 3.3, due to different couplings from the diastereomer 
sequences4. The peaks in Figure 3.3 are assigned in Table 3.1. 
Termination using ethylene oxide, results in a loss of the orange-red colour as the 
styryl anion attacks the epoxide and leaves the alkalide metal oxide salt. If the initiator 
is other than the lithium complex, the termination step can lead to polyethylene oxide. 
The lithium ion, however, is more strongly associated to the oxide and subsequently 
polymerisation of the epoxide does not occur. 
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Figure 3.3. 1 H NMR of short chain polystyrene surfactant initiated with n-butyl 
lithium and terminated with an ethylene oxide group. Chemical shifts in ppm. 
Table 3.1. Peak assignment of the 1 H NMR of a polystyrene surfactant. 
Peak Shift in ppm Assignment 
Phenyl protons of 
1 7.38 toluene residue 
2 7.26 CDCb 
3 7.1 
4 6.85 Phenyl protons 
5 6.7 
6 3.3 CH2-0 
7 2.29 CH2-CH2-0 
8 2.00 -CH2-CH(ph)-
9 1.63 -CH2-CH(ph)-
10 1.3 CH3- of toluene residue 
11 1.17 R-CH2- of initiator 
12 0.8 CH3- of initiator 
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Polyisoprene 
Isoprene, 2-methyl-1,3-butadiene, can polymerise by different paths depending on 
solvent conditions. Figure 3.4 represents the initiation and propagation steps for the 
cis-4, 1- anionic polymerisation of isoprene. Non polar solvents favour the 
polymerisation of isoprene through the 4, 1- adduct with a greater portion of the 
polymer being cis, though this is generally a fairly slow reaction. A certain fraction of 
the polymer is the 4,3- adduct which is shown in Figure 3.5. Increasing the polarity 
of the solvent, especially to a coordinating solvent such as THF causes a solvation of 
the lithium ion and a greater rate of reaction, though it is not very selective. The 
product which is then favoured is the 4,3- adduct, with reasonable amounts of the 4, l-
and 1,2- adducts also being formed. It should be pointed out that these different 
isomers are enchained and cannot be separated out. 
,.. 
,... 
L.+ - I 
L.+ - I 
Figure 3.4. Initiation and propagation steps of the anionic polymerisation of cis-
1,4-polyisoprene by n-butyl lithium. Note, other species will also be enchained and 
these can be seen in Figure 3.5. 
The 1 H NMR of the polyisoprene species synthesised in toluene is shown in Figure 
3.6. The 4,1-polyisoprene forms 90% of the polymer with 70% of that being the cis 
form and 30% the trans form. The remainder of the product, 10%, is 
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1,2-polyisoprene cis-4, 1-polyisoprene 
n 
4,3-polyisoprene trans-4, 1-polyisoprene 
Figure 3.5. Isomers of polyisoprene which can be produced by anionic 
polymerisation depending on solvent conditions. Typically, the 4, 1- adduct is 
favoured in nonpolar solvent while the 4,3- adduct is favoured in polar and 
coordinating solvents. 
4,3-polyisoprene, with no 1,2-polyisoprene being seen in any of the preparations in 
toluene. The end group, from the ethylene oxide, is seen as a peak at 3.6 ppm and a 
shoulder at 2.2 ppm. The polymerisation of isoprene proceeds in a head to tail manner 
always with anionic attack at the least hindered carbon of the double bond. 
The assignments of the 1 H NMR peaks of a typical polyisoprene are shown in Table 
3.2. Peak 1 is due to the olefin proton of the 4, 1-polyisoprene while peaks 2 and 3 are 
due to the olefin protons of the 4,3-polyisoprene the splitting of these peaks results 
from coupling with the other proton. The peak at 3 .4 ppm (peak 4) is due to the 
protons on the carbon next to the terminal alcohol group. The -CH0 -C= protons give 
rise to peak 5 at 2.015 ppm while the cis- and trans- methyl protons of 4, 1-
polyisoprene result in the peaks (6 and 7) at 1.65 and 1.60 ppm, respectively. Finally 
there are the peaks at 1.28 and 0.89 ppm which are the methylene and methyl protons 
of the carbons in the initiator group. 
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Figure 3.6. 1 H NMR of polyisoprene prepared by anionic polymerisation using n-
butyl lithium as the initiator and terminating the living polymer with ethylene oxide. 
Chemical shifts in ppm. 
Table 3.2. Peak assignments of polyisoprene synthesised by anionic techniques in 
toluene. 
Peak Shift in ppm from TMS Type of Proton 
1 CH3 
5.10 I 
-CH2-C=CH-CH2-
2 CH3 
4.73 I 
3 4.66 CH2=C-CH-CH2-I 
4 3.4 -CH2-OH 
5 2.015 =C-CH0 -C 
6 CH3 
1.65 I 
-CH2-C=CH-CH2- ClS-
7 CH3 
1.60 I 
-CH2-C=CH-CH2- trans-
8 1.28 -C-CH2-C-
9 0.89 CH3-CH2-
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Langmuir Trough 
Extreme care with solvent purity and general cleanliness was required to obtain 
reproducible results. HPLC grade toluene was distilled in glass to remove traces of 
grease and all glassware was thoroughly cleaned in an ionic detergent and rinsed with 
copious quantities of milli-Q water, with a resistivity of 1018 MOhms cm. Toluene 
was used as a spreading solvent due to its high boiling point compared to solvents 
such as n-hexane and chloroform; these other solvents did not produce reasonable 
films of the higher molecular weight polymers. Before solutions were made, an 
excess of toluene was spread on the clean water surface and compressed to ensure that 
there were negligible impurities in the spreading solvent for the typical volumes used 
to spread the surfactant. 
The surf ace balance used for isotherm measurement consisted of a small automated 
teflon Langmuir trough of maximum surface area about 220 cm2 (12 cm wide x 18.5 
cm long). This uses the rod-in-free-surface5 method for surface pressure 
measurement and has a resolution of 0.06 mN m-1. Isotherms were typically run in a 
continuous compression mode at compression rates of 0.2 cm2 s-1 with the trough 
thermostated to 20.0 + 0.2°C. Also used was a NIMA 601A Langmuir trough with a 
surface area of 600 cm2 (20 cm wide by 30 cm long) and thermostated to 20.0 + 0.2°C 
a Wilhelmy plate for surface pressure measurement was used for these measurements. 
Isotherms where usually measured several times from newly spread films to determine 
the reproducibility of the isotherm and so that estimations of the errors in the pressures 
and areas measured from the isotherms could be obtained. 
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Neutron Reflectometry at ISIS, The Rutherford Appleton 
Laboratories 
Neutron reflectivity measurements were performed on the CRISP reflectometer6 at the 
ISIS Facility, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, U.K .. All measurements were made 
on the fully deuterated polymer spread from dilute toluene solution on subphases of 
either D20 or air contrast matched water (ACMW) to provide contrast variation. A 
NIMA 601A Langmuir trough (surface area 600 cm2) with Wilhelmy plate surface 
pressure measurement was used for these measurements. Isotherms obtained on this 
system were identical to those using the smaller trough. The theory of specular 
neutron reflectivity has been described previously6-9. In this work standard 
modelling procedures were used to fit specular reflectivity profiles in order to obtain 
values of thickness and scattering length density. The models of the surfactant films, 
consisted of slabs which were constrained by requiring an adequate fit to the 
reflectivity from a given film on both D20 and ACMW and the simplest model which 
provided a consistent description for each contrast, was adopted. 
Measurements were made of the specular reflection over a wavelength range of 0.5 to 
0 
6.6 A, this gave a range of momentum transfer (in units of Ii) perpendicular to the air-
water interface, Qz, of 0.05 A-1 - 0.65 A-1. Further measurements were made in 
certain cases with a one-dimensional position sensitive "multidetector", giving neutron 
reflectivity both as a function of wavelength and reflected angle away from the 
specular direction. 
The momentum transferred, Q, in the reflection process can be resolved into its x, y 
and z components such that 
Qx = k0 [cos00 - cos01 cos\j/] 3.1 
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Qy = k0 cos80 sin'V 3.2 
Qz = k0 [sin80 + sin8i] 3.3 
The uncertainties in the momentum transfer vectors are given by the equations 
3.4 
~Qy ~ k0 cos80 sin ~'V 3.5 
3.6 
where the in-plane direction is in the x, y plane and z is the surface normal, k0 is the 
propagation number (2rc(A) and the angles 80 and 81 are the incident and reflected 
angles, while the angle 'Vis the in-plane deflection of the beam from the incident plane, 
see Figure 2.4. It can be seen from these equations that any uncertainty in the angle 'V 
due to beam divergence leads to an uncertainty in both Qx and Qy. In the typical 
reflectivity experiment, the vertical collimation is good, leading to an error in Qz of 
only a few percent. The beam, however, is poorly collimated in the horizontal 
direction so that a greater flux reaches the single detector. The measured signal is, in 
effect, the integral over Qy. 
Typical beam parameters and dimensions of the instrument were as follows; the final 
slit before the sample was, 40 mm (w) x 2.5 mm (h), with a sample footprint, 
(umbra), of 40x100 mm2. The incident beam, (80 = 1.5°), had a divergence in the 
vertical direction of, ~80 ~ 0.07° or about 5% of the incident angle. In the horizontal 
plane the beam was not as well collimated and the divergence was ~'V ~ 0.9° from the 
straight through direction. To intercept the reflected beam the single or multidetector 
was situated 1.75 m from the sample. For the single detector, 40 mm (w) x 4 mm (h) , 
the measured vertical divergence of the reflected beam was, ~81 :::::: 0.1 °, or about 7%. 
For the multidetector, 40 mm x 200 mm, the vertical divergence was ~81 :::::: 0.06°, and 
~ 'l' :::::: 1 .4 °. The horizontal divergence for both detectors was ~'l' :::::: 1.4 °. The 
wavelength resolution, ~'A,().,, was < 1 % over the 'A, range used and so the 'A, 
dependence in Qz comes only from ko. 
These instrumental parameters gave uncertainties in Qx, Qy and Qz of the order of ~Qx 
= 0.0003 k0 , ~Qy = 0.024 k0 and ~Qz = 0.0024 k0 . The neutron background from 
the instrument without sample was <10-7 of the incident beam intensity but for D20 
and ACMW substrates, incoherent scattering from the substrate brings this up to 2 x 
10-6 and 5 x 10-6 respectively. These background values are 102 to 103 higher than 
those typical of X-ray reflectivity measurements because of the incoherent scattering 
and thus limit the maximum Qx and Qz at which reflectivity data can be measured. 
Thus, data above Qz:::::: 0.25 A-1 are a measure of the incoherent background 1°. 
The 0.2 m long position sensitive detector positioned 1.75 m from the sample offered 
a range of approximately 80 mm above and below the specular position with a spatial 
resolution of better than 1 mm. In practice, the range of 20 = + 1.3 ° from the centre of 
the specular reflection proved enough to study the off-specular reflectivity of films and 
gave a maximum Qx of 0.0045 A-1. The minimum Qx is estimated as ca 10-4 A-1 and 
therefore our spatial window of observation spans ca. 0.2 to over 5.0 µm. This range 
is well within the coherence length of the beams used. The positional data obtained 
from the multidetector was converted to Qx through the geometrical considerations laid 
out in Figure 2.4. 
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Data Treatment and Errors 
The measured reflectivity profile was usually rebinned into a smaller number of points 
which effectively smoothed the data and reduced the number of data points which 
needed to be fitted while still retaining the information present in the reflectivity 
profile. The standard method of fitting the reflectivity data, was to assume a slab 
structure for the film and then minimising the difference between the model and the 
reflectivity profile, as determined by the x2 parameter, using a regression method .. 
This process was continued until a minimum in x2 was obtained. Though several 
models might fit a reflectivity profile equally as well, the constraints imposed by 
contrast variation on the neutron reflectivity increased the likelihood that the correct 
model was chosen for the film. For this method it is estimated that the uncertainty in 
the scattering length density is of the order of 0.2x1Q-6 A-2 and film thicknesses are 
0 
accurate to within a few A. 
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CHAPTER 4. Polystyrene Insoluble Surfactants 
Introduction 
In many areas of polymer science, polystyrene has been used as a "model" polymer. 
By an appropriate choice of catalyst and solvent the polymer may be synthesised in 
atactic, isotactic or syndiotactic stereoconformations, and the control of the 
conformation makes it attractive. In addition, synthesis by anionic techniques leads to 
narrow molecular weight distributions. This degree of control of the polymer has 
allowed defects in simple equilibrium statistical thermodynamic theories to be 
identified and has resulted in the refinement of these theories through a better 
understanding of the excluded-volume effect and factors which affect this, such as 
chain flexibility. 
Polystyrene, generally considered an amorphous polymer (beyond the syndiotactic 
isomer), is considered to be semi flexible, with the phenyl groups hindering rotation 
about the chain axis. This hindrance is reflected in the bulk state by its high glass 
transition temperature, T g, of 373 K. T g follows the same trends, as a function of 
molecular weight, as other flexible and semi flexible polymers, showing an increase in 
T g as molecular weight increases 1. In the "oligomer region", for molecular weights 
less than about 1300 g/mole for polystyrene, the molecules are linear. The gaussian 
coil conformation is adopted above this molecular weight, or about 12 repeat units. 
Here, attention will be focussed mainly on the low molecular weight, "oligomeric", 
polystyrenes for which, by termination with an appropriate endgroup, surfactants can 
be made. Longer polystyrene surfactants will be studied here also to determine scaling 
relationships between the limiting area of these surfactant molecules and their 
molecular weights, and these data will be related to the behaviour of hydrophobic 
polystyrene films which with care, can be spread at the air-water interface. The 
remaining body of work on polystyrene will concentrate on the specular and off-
specular neutron reflectivity of the low molecular weight surfactants. 
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Results and Discussion 
Isotherms 
A typical compression-expansion TI-A isotherm for a 950 molecular weight 
polystyrene surfactant at 20°C, produced by slow continuous compression/expansion 
of the film, is shown in Figure 4.1. The isotherm can be divided into three regions; 
the first characterised by the pressure slowly increasing with decreasing area from Oto 
10 rnN m-1 where the pressure peaks. This phase has similarities to a phase identified 
for phospholipids2 and will be designated a fluid or expanded phase3. There is no 
indication of a gaseous region for these isotherms. Grazing incidence X-ray 
0 
diffraction studies of this region, using ca. 1.5 A synchrotron radiation, at the Photon 
Factory, Tsukuba Japan, showed no diffraction peaks indicative of long range 
crystallinity though measurements on behenic acid done at the same time for 
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Figure 4.1. Compression and expansion isotherms of a 950 MW PSEtOH 
surfactant at 20°C showing a hysteresis due to the rates of the collapse/expansion 
processes in the film being slower than the actual compression and expansion rates 
created by the barrier speed. Compression rate 0.2 cm2 s-1. 
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comparison showed well developed in-plane diffraction. Therefore, the spatial 
correlation length must be less than about five spacings2. In this region there was 
only a small decrease in the surface area when the surface pressure was held constant. 
It is presumed that the film is behaving as an elastic fluid. 
The second region occurs at higher compressions than that of the peak and here a 
further reduction in surface area does not produce a significant increase in surface 
pressure. The peak in pressure, Ilcollapse, and the subsequent collapse behaviour are 
typical of a nucleating system 4. The peak in the isotherm marks the point where the 
change in area due to compression equals the change due to growth of the new phase. 
In this region relaxation phenomena occurred when the compression was held at 
constant area for a period before continuing with the compression, the pressure was 
observed to decrease. A similar process occurred for the expansion though the 
pressure increased. This occurs as the system moves towards the equilibrium 
spreading pressure, Ilesp, for a monolayer in contact with the newly formed phase. 
Transformation of the monolayer fluid film by nucleation and growth into this second 
phase occurs at all pressures lower than Ilcollapse but above the equilibrium spreading 
pressure. 
The start of the third region is defined by the sharp increase in surface pressure at 
about I1=12 rnN m- 1. This region of the isotherm is classified as a transition to a 
complete, solid film of the newly formed phase. By extrapolating the initial rise in 
surface pressure to IT =0 rnN m-1 the limiting area for the fluid phase was found to be 
about 0.6 m2 mg-1 while that for the solid phase was about 0.2 m2 mg-1. Thus it is 
concluded that the completed solid film is a trilayer5-9 by analogy with similar results 
for fatty acids at low pH9 and liquid crystals8. Given that the polymer chain lengths 
are short, equivalent to ca. C20 aliphatic chains, the consistency with the behaviour of 
fatty acids and alcohols is understandable. 
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Compression of the solid film, the third region, to even smaller areas resulted in a 
visible crumpling of the film surface. Expansion of the film, as shown in Figure 4.1, 
leads to a hysteresis due to the kinetics of the film expansion process being slower 
than the actual mechanical expansion by the barrier. This isotherm reconnects with the 
compression isotherm at low surface pressures which demonstrates the reversibility of 
the isothermal compression-expansion cycle. 
Other indications of the nucleation and growth of a new phase are seen in Figures 4.2a 
and 4.2b. The effect of compression rate on new films of the surfactant, Figure 4.2a, 
shows two interesting features. The first, a shift of the nucleation peak to smaller 
areas with an increase in pressure obtained before collapse. This is indicative of the 
nucleation and growth of a new phase where the kinetics of nucleation and growth are 
initially slower than the rate of compression causing an overshoot in the surface 
pressure. The second feature in this series of isotherms is seen in the subsequent 
increase in surface pressure at high compressions; the upturn occurs at larger areas for 
higher compression rates. The increase in surface pressure marks the point where 
islands of the new phase contact one another. If the compression rate is fast, and the 
new phase is viscous, then the islands do not have a chance to grow into the remaining 
vacancies on the film. Slower compression rates allow the new phase to grow into the 
remaining space and thereby are compressed to smaller areas before an increase in the 
surface pressure is noted. It is interesting to note that the product of the area and 
pressure at the collapse point is a constant energy independent of the compression rate. 
This value at 20°C is approximately 4.8 kJ/mole. 
The compressions for a series of a compression-expansion cycles are shown in Figure 
4.2b. What is noteworthy about these isotherms is that the surface pressure decreases 
and i hifted to smaller areas after the first cycle. This indicates that in the time taken 
to fully expand and then recompress the film, the new phase formed on collapse has 
not had enough time to completely equilibrate back to the monolayer. 
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Other evidence of the new phase and its nature will be presented later in discussions of 
the temperature effects on the isotherms, kinetics of monolayer collapse, transmission 
electron micrographs of Langmuir-Blodgett films picked up from the collapsed film in 
region II, and the off-specular reflection from the collapsed region. 
£ffect of Molecular Weight 
The shape of the isotherms was expected to depend on the surfactant molecular 
weight, in some systematic way that might allow a scaling relation to be derived. An 
increase in molecular weight was also expected to change the surfactant properties 
from a state, at low molecular weight, where the features of the II-A isotherm reflect 
the cross sectional area of the molecules and their interactions with the substrate, to a 
state where the isotherms are dominated by bulk (hydrophobic) polymer properties. 
Figure 4.3 shows the transition in isotherm properties as the length of the polymer 
molecules was increased. 
The range of molecular weights represented in Figure 4.3 (718 to 1230 g/mole) 
corresponds to the oligomer region observed for the change in glass transition 
temperature (22°C to 4 7°C) with chain length 1. The oligomer region was defined as 
the region where the polymer chains did not form gaussian coils, with a transition to 
the next region 1 at a molecular weight of about 1300 g/mole and a T g of 57°C. The 
surfactant with a molecule weight of 2400 g/mole corresponds to the next region and 
has a T g of about 67°C. 
The isotherms seen in Figure 4.3a and 4.3b represent respectively unfractionated, ie. 
as polymerised, and fractionated polymers separated from the "950 MW" polymer of 
Figure 4.3a. All the unfractionated polystyrenes have molecular weight distributions 
of Mn/MW<l.10 which for polymers is considered to be fairly monodisperse. The 
fractionated polystyrenes have molecular weight distributions on the order of 1.05 or 
le . 
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It is interesting to note the differences which a narrower molecular weight distribution 
produced on the isotherms. At the low molecular weight end, a broader distribution 
results in a larger area per molecule (815 MW compared to 787 MW) while at the 
higher molecular weight end, a broader distribution produces rounded isotherms, 
(1013 MW vs 1085 MW). Figure 4.4 compares the fractionated and unfractionated 
950 MW polystyrene isotherms. What is noticeable is the shift to smaller areas for the 
fractionated polymer, the lower collapse pressure and the steeper increase in surface 
pressure in the collapse region of the fractionated species. This latter observation 
possibly indicates a reduction in the rate of growth of the new phase for the 
fractionated species (ie. an increase in the rigidity or friction in the film). Also, the 
energy in the film at the collapse point, of the fractionated polymer ( 4.4 kJ/mole 
independent of molecular weight), is slightly lower than that found for the 
unfractionated species at 20°C (4.8 kJ/mole for a 950 molecular weight polymer). 
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The lower molecular weight polystyrene surfactants, exhibit an increase in surface 
pressure followed by a collapse transition. Compression beyond this point resulted in 
a slow increase in surface pressure; the formation of multilayer is assumed from the 
lack of a subsequent increase in surface pressure as a "solid" phase is formed. This 
isotherm is similar to those seen for polyisoprene (see chapter 5). For the higher 
molecular weight polymers (860~ 1085) a subsequent increase in surface pressure is 
attributed to the completion of the second layer, within the time scale of the 
experiment. Extrapolation of the second increase in surface pressure to Il=O mNm-1 
and using the area at the collapse point, the area change for the collapse process is 
obtained. This varied from 2.8 times for the 860 MW polymer to 1. 7 times for the 
1085 MW polymer. None of these ratios yielded integral values which would have 
been expected for a change from monolayer to uniform bi- or trilayers, and so it is 
assumed that the new phase is incomplete due to voids occluded as islands of the new 
phase are packed in two dimensions. If these islands were stiff on the time scale of 
the experiment they would not flow to fill the voids. 
All of the hydrophobic and high molecular weight hydrophilic polystyrene surfactants 
had isotherms similar to that shown in Figure 4.3a for the 2400 MW hydrophilic 
polystyrene, though they were irreversible. These isotherms showed a steady increase 
in the apparent surface pressure due to the mechanical pressure exerted on the 
measuring device from the polymer coils whether or not the head group was in contact 
with the substrate. It was also possible to spread monolayer films of hydrophobic 
polystyrene by spreading very small drops of dilute polymer solution and allowing the 
solvent to completely evaporate before continuing with the next drop. The larger 
molecular weight hydrophobic polystyrenes (MW> 1300) had isotherms similar to 
those of the hydrophilic polystyrenes. The lower molecular weight hydrophobic 
polystyrenes were found to have formed multilayers during the spreading process. 
These results are in agreement to those previously found for polystyrene 1 O, 11 . 
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To explain the formation of, and the behaviour observed for, monolayer films of 
hydrophilic or hydrophobic polystyrene chains, with molecular weights greater than 
those in the oligomer region, it is supposed that the polymer conformation is greatly 
influenced by the polymer solution structure. If the spreading solutions are 
concentrated, then the resultant film will consist of interpenetrating chains 12. At low 
concentrations, where the chains are isolated from one another (ie. below the overlap 
concentration), spreading will lead to films where the gaussian coils form a monolayer 
film11•13•14, see Figure 4.5 
~ ~ ~ Solvent 
Water 
Figure 4.5. Illustration depicting the formation of discrete polymer particles at the 
air-water interface by spreading a dilute solution of the polymer at the air-water 
interface. 
Scaling of Polystyrene Isotherms as a Function of Molecular Weight 
The limiting areas, A0 in m2 mg-1, of the polystyrene isotherms can be plotted as a 
function of the molecular weight, Figure 4.6a. Interestingly the log-log plot produces 
a linear relationship over more than four decades of the molecular weight and is 
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believed to continue in this manner to infinite molecular weights. This is true whether 
the polymer is hydrophilic or hydrophobic which indicates that the polymer chain 
dictates the surface behaviour for the polymer spread as a monolayer at the air-water 
interface. This line was found to follow the equation 
logA0 = xlogMW + C 4.1 
from a molecular weight of about 1300 g/mole up. The slope, x, was found to be 1.0, 
which is the value expected for a polymer chain in a theta state 12. Below a molecular 
weight of 1300 g/mole, the oligomer region is entered where the chains no longer 
form Gaussian coils 1. The hydrophobic polystyrenes tend to multilayer when 
pressure is applied while the hydrophilic polymers tend to behave much more like 
surfactants with the head group resulting in some orientation effects on the polymer 
chain. A closer look at the low molecular weight region, Figure 4.6b, shows a trend 
of increasing area per molecule as the molecular weight decreases, for both the 
fractionated and unfractionated polystyrenes. This effect is greater for the 
unfractionated polymer, indicating a dependence on the molecular weight distribution, 
and in particular on the lower molecular weights. Intuitively it is expected that as the 
molecular weight decreases, a minimum limiting area, should be approached, which is 
the cross section of the surfactant chain. The data can be interpreted this way with the 
slope of the limiting area vs molecular weight being nearly zero with an intercept of 95 
A2. The value expected for the cross section of atactic polystyrene depends on the 
conformation of the polymer chain and the mean tilt angle to the surface. The all trans 
cross sectional area calculated for atactic polystyrene is of the order of 73 A2 and note, 
the hydrodynamic bead diameter of the Kratky-Porod wormlike chain, with an all 
trans conformation is 96 A2. 15 
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Temperature Effects 
Decreasing the temperature of the substrate results in an increase in the collapse 
pressure and an abbreviated collapse region, as seen in Figure 4. 7. These features of 
the isotherms are explainable in terms of the kinetics of monolayer collapse and the 
thermodynamics of the system. A decrease in the temperature results in slower 
collapse kinetics for the growth of the new phase, and therefore allows the monolayer 
to be compressed to smaller areas and higher pressures before nucleation of the trilayer 
phase begins. The reduction in the length of the collapse region as the temperature 
decreases also suggests increased rigidity of the film below room temperature. It is 
suspected that as the rigidity of the film increases, the size of the nuclei, buckled film, 
also increases. Trilayer collapse of a fatty acid monolayer at high surface pressures 
has been shown to form long ribbons of collapsed film 7. If this is the case, then very 
little compression is required to form a bridged network which results in a 
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relatively solid film. This theory is also supported by the limiting areas of the 
oligomeric and long chain polystyrene surfactant isotherms which indicate less 
conversion to trilayer as the molecular weight increases, Figure 4.3. Increasing the 
molecular weight is thought to increase the stiffness of the film, especially when the 
chain lengths exceed the oligomer region. 
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Figure 4.8. Graph of the energy at the collapse point (Ecollapse= Ilcollapse x Acollapse 
x MW) as a function of the temperature of the substrate, water. The slope of the hne 
is due to the change in surface tension and shift in area of collapse. 
The free energy in the films at the collapse point (see Figure 4.7), produced by a 
constant compression rate of 0.2 cm2 s-1, can be calculated by multiplying the collapse 
pressure, in mN m-1, by the collapse area, in m2 mg-1, and the molecular weight, in 
units of g/mole. When these free energies are plotted against the temperature of the 
substrate, Figure 4.8, a straight line is obtained. Remembering equation 1.6, it is 
noted that the change in the free energy of a surf ace depends on the surface area, 
tension, entropy, temperature, pressure, volume, and moles of material present. The 
pressure, volume and number of moles are constants. The surface tension changes 
from 75.6 mNm- 1 to 71.18 mNm-1 over the temperature range of O to 30°C, 
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respectively. These values, multiplied by the areas at which the isotherms collapse, 
and divided by the moles of material present, yield a free energy change of 2.2 
kJ/mole while the measured change over the experimental temperature range 
(IlAMW), is 2.3 kJ/mole. Thus it is concluded that the entropy change with 
temperature is zero and the observed free energy change is due solely to the surface 
tension. 
Kinetics of Monolayer Collapse 
The kinetics of monolayer collapse are measured by compressing the film to an area in 
region I of Figure 4.1, and then maintaining the pressure at a constant value by 
reducing the area of the film as it collapses. Plots of the area as a function of time are 
shown in Figure 4.9 for three different constant pressures. These plots indicate that 
the mono layer films are nucleated and start to collapse well before the collapse point, 
peak in the isotherm, a fact which is consistent with the isotherms being recorded 
under dynamic conditions. 
The kinetic analysis16-21 (cf Chapter 2) of the A(t) curves is shown in Figure 4.10 and 
follow the expression set out in Equation 2.47. The slope of the line is related to the 
mechanism of nucleation and growth as set out in Table 2.1. In this case the kinetic 
plots of Figure 4.10, are not straight lines, though there are regions which are linear. 
At the lowest pressure, 8.43 mN m-1, the slope of the line is 1.38 which is a little 
below the value of 1.5 which would indicate16-18 instantaneous nucleation with 
hemispherical growth at the edge. The first few points of this line have a slope of ten 
which suggest an induction period in the nucleation and growth process. At higher 
pressures, the plots have two slopes, initially it is of the order of 2 and then decreases 
to 1.5. The slope of two indicates an instantaneous nucleation with cylindrical growth 
at the edge of the new phase 16-18. 
These results are interpreted as indicating instantaneous nucleation followed by 
hemispherical growth at low surf ace pressures and cylindrical growth at higher 
pressures. The fact that the slope changes during the collapse, indicates either a 
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change in the mechanism of growth or nucleation. It will be shown later that 
subsequent nucleation does occur at stages during the growth process. 
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Specular Reflectivity 
A) The Fluid Phase Il < 10 mN m·1. 
In this region of the isotherm, region I of Figure 4.1, the reflectivity profiles were 
measured at several different surface pressures for deuterated polymer on ACMW and 
D2O. The objective was to obtain a self consistent set of model parameters for the film 
dimensions which are transferable between measurements on these two substrates. In 
the absence of suitable contrast variations to apply the kinematic approximation22-24, 
optical matrix methods25 -28 were applied. To interpret the data, models were 
adopted for the structure of the surfactant at the air-water interface and a comparison of 
the two contrast conditions, D2O and ACMW, were used to differentiate between 
them. 
At low surface pressures, below IT= 10 mN m- 1, a single layer model involving only 
the deuterated polymer chain is an adequate fit to the data, and shows an increase in 
film thickness with compression from ca. 14 to 23 A. The latter thickness at a 
pressure of 8 mN m- 1 on D2O is about the length expected for the extended polymer 
chain. This simple model, however, does not give consistent parameters when fitted 
on the two different substrates, ACMW and D2O, whereas, a two layer model proved 
to. The approach was similar to that used on hydroxyl terminated polyisoprene29 and 
includes a head group-substrate layer as well as the polymer layer. This resulted in 
similar values for X) and also gave consistent values for the scattering length density 
and the layer thickness on both substrates which are shown in Table 4.1. For this 
model, at Il = 8 mN m- 1, the total film thickness is again equal to the expected 
polymer length and the head group layer thickness, of ca. 5 A, is about equal to that 
found previously29. 
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Table 4.1. d-PS-OH film parameters in the fluid region on ACMW and D2O-two layer model. 
Il/mNm-1 Substrate 
0 
d1 3 / A d2b I A Nb1 C / A-2 Nb2d / A-2 
0.5 ACMW 13.3 4.1 4.7 X 10-6 0.9 X 10-6 
2.0 ACMW 13.8 4.6 4.9 X 10-6 1.0 X 10-6 
4.0 ACMW 14.2 5.2 5.0 X 10-6 1.0 X 10-6 
6.0 ACMW 15.3 5.0 5.0 X 10-6 1.0 X 10-6 
8.0 ACMW 15.8 4.9 5.0 X 10-6 0.9 X 10-6 
0.5 D2O 13.3 5.0 6.0 X 10-6 . 5.8 X 10-6 
4.0 D2O 14.6 5.0 5.9 X 10-6 5.7 X 10-6 
8.0 D2O 15.1 5.9 5.8 X 10-6 5.4 X 10-6 
a Thickness of layer adjacent to the air-film interface. 
0 
Error in layer thicknesses+ 2.0 A. 
b Thickness of layer adjacent to the film-substrate interface. 
c Scattering-length density of the layer adjacent to the air-film interface. 
Error in scattering length density+ 0.6 x 10-6 A-2. 
d Scattering length density of the layer adjacent to the film-substrate interface. 
Subscripts increase from air-film interface down to film-substrate interface. 
e Area per head group calculated from the isotherm, 
Ahge I A2 
113 
103 
97 
90 
84 
113 
97 
84 
f Area per head group calculated from optical model using Ahg = Ib / (d1x Nb1), where Ibis 
the polymer chain scattering length. 
g minimum value found from least squares fitting. 
Ahg f1 A2 X2g 
119 2.09 
110 1.99 
105 2.00 
97 3.33 
94 1.72 
2.18 
3.14 
9.27 
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A check of the validity of a model is the conservation of material. For the monolayer 
this can be ascertained by multiplying the scattering length density, Nb, by the layer 
thickness, d, and the area occupied by the film, which should be a constant over the 
range of compression. This was found to be true within the uncertainty of the fitted 
parameters. 
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Figure 4.11. Isotherm of polystyrene surfactant, MW 973, and monolayer 
thicknesses as determined by neutron reflectivity through the low pressure fluid 
region. See Table 4.1 for the fitted parameters. 
Figure 4.11 shows the increase in film thickness during compression up to the 
collapse point. The first layer is the polymer chain which increases in thickness, d 1, 
from 13 to 16 A over the pressure range 0.5 to 8 rnN m-1. The second layer 
containing the head group has a constant thickness, d2, of 5 A which is the expected 
length of the head group. The monolayer at these pressures appears stable showing 
little change with time over the two to three hour collection periods. 
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The R x Q4 plot, Figure 4.12, shows the experimental reflectivity profiles, on a 
logarithmic scale, and fitted data over the Qz range, 0.05 to 0.25 A- 1. The reflectivity 
is observed to increase progressively as the film is compressed to the collapse point 
due to the increase in the film thickness. After the collapse point, the I1=10 mN m- 1 
curve is lower in reflectivity, by up to a factor of two, than any of the profiles in the 
fluid phase region and consists of several fringes. This drop in specular intensity 
marks the transition to the collapse region and it is shown below that this is 
accompanied by the appearance of the off-specular scattering . 
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Figure 4.13. Guinier plots of the low pressure region (I). The y-intercepts and 
slopes of these plots are used to calculate the scattering length density, Nb, and the 
area per head group, using m, and the standard deviation in the film roughness. 
Guinier plots of the reflectivity in region I, are shown Figure 4.13, and follow the 
equation 
4.2 
where, m is the integral of the film thickness and scattering length density, and cr is the 
standard deviation of the film roughness from its mean value. The value found for cr 
0 
was on average 5.5 A, while the area per head group calculated using m and Equation 
4.3 generally underestimated the absolute area per molecule. See Table 4.2. 
4.3 
Where the subscript 1 refers to the monolayer film, b is the scattering length, d the 
film thickness and Nb the scattering length density of the layer. 
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Table 4.2. Area per head group of the polystyrene surfactants as calculated by 
different means. 
II/mNm-1 Ahgl A2 
(absolutea) 
Ahgl A2 
(reflectivityh) 
Ahgl A2 
(Guinier C) 
a 
b 
C 
-. 
-. 
a 
-a: 
-.:::t' 
a 
-C 
0.5 155 159 149 
2 142 147 135 
4 132 140 128 
6 123 130 120 
8 115 126 120 
absolute areas as calculated from the isotherm, 
Area calculated using Ahg =lb/ (d1x Nb1), where lb is the polymer chain 
scattering length. 
Area calculated using Ahg =lb/ (d1x Nb1), where d1 x Nb1 is obtained from 
the Guinier plots. 
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Figure 4.14. Patterson plots of the deuterated polystyrene surfactant, MW 973 , in 
region I on D20. The minimum in Q, corresponding to 1t/d1, was found to vary as the 
film was compressed from 0.5 to 8 mN m- 1 indicating a change in film thickness 
which varied from 14 to 20 A. 
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The analysis of the reflectivity, as shown in Figure 4.14, allows a model independent 
value of the layer thickness to be calculated. The values obtained from this analysis 
can be used to constrain the possible models which produce reflectivity profiles which 
fit the experimentally measured profiles. These values were found to vary from 14 to 
20 A as the film was compressed from 0.5 to 8 mN m- 1. These values are in 
accordance with the fitted values shown in Table 4.1. 
The experiments indicated that polystyrene-OH, (MW 973), formed a stable 
monolayer below Il=lO mN m- 1 when spread from toluene solution at the air-water 
interface at 20°C. The film behaved as a fluid in this region and, as it was 
compressed, the layer thickness and scattering length density in the model increased 
perceptibly, Table 4.1. One possible interpretation of these changes is that the 
0 
polymer chains, of overall length 23.5 A, are arranged at the interface in such a 
manner that they are linearly extended and undergo a change in the mean of the 
distribution of tilt angles to the surf ace normal from 41 to 26 degrees as a result of 
compression up to the nucleation point. Similar changes in tilt angle have been 
observed in other surfactant films by X-ray specular reflection30 and neutron 
reflection31 ,32. The fitted scattering length densities are comparable to those 
expected for this model, though the scattering length density, Nb, for the deuterated 
polymer layer (5 x 10-6 A-2) is lower than that expected for bulk polystyrene 
(6.4 x 10-6 A-2 ). Reasonable agreement was found for the area per head group, 
Ahg, as calculated from the scattering length density and layer thickness25 and the 
absolute values determined from the isotherms, Table 4.1. The values of the 
calculated Ahg varied between 5 and 10% higher than the absolute areas with the 
difference being mainly due to the uncertainty in assigning a scattering length to the 
polymer molecule. The qualitative conclusions about the film structure are also 
consistent with neutron reflectivity measurements of the classical surfactants 
pentadecanoic, (C15), and docosanoic, (C22) acid32. 
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B) The Collapse Region l1 > 10 mN m· 1. 
In this region of the isotherm, three different measurements were made; deuterated 
polymer on ACMW at l1=10 mN m-1, deuterated polymer on ACMW at l1=11.8 mN 
m-1, and deuterated polymer on D20 at l1=10 mN m-1. In this transition region of the 
isotherm, the monolayer was not stable and collapsed with time. The surface pressure 
was maintained at a constant value during the reflectivity experiment by reducing the 
area to maintain a target pressure, and reflectivity profiles were recorded over twenty 
minute periods. The reflectivity profiles were found to be best fitted by a three layer 
model on ACMW and initially on D20 though at later times on D20 a two layer model 
produced the best fit. Reflectivity profiles (markers) and the best fitted lines from 
these models at three times after establishing the target surface pressure for the 
deuterated polymer on ACMW and on D20 at l1 = 10 mN m-1 are shown in Figures 
4.15 and 4.16 respectively. A summary of the data is given in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. 
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Table 4.3. d-PS-OH film parameters in the collapse region on ACMW at Il=l0mNm-1 as a function of time after achieving the fixed pressure-three 
layer model. 
Time I min Median Area 
lcm2 
20 219 
40 187 
60 175 
80 170 
100 170 
% Trilayer 
82.6 
92.4 
96.2 
97.8 
97.8 
0 
d1 I A 
0 
d2I A 
0 
d3I A 
28.2 43.5 18.0 
33.6 51.4 15.0 
35.0 59.0 14.0 
37.5 62.6 14.0 
38.7 62.0 14.0 
Nb1 I 
1~A-2 
1.2 
1.5 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
Nb2I 
1~A-2 
2.4 
2.5 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
Nb3I 
1~A-2 
4.8 
4.8 
4.7 
4.6 
4.6 
roughness x2 
0 
IA 
5.7 2.54 
8.4 1.30 
6.0 1.74 
10.2 1.35 
13.6 1.18 
Table 4.4. d-PS-OH film parameters in the collapse region on D2O at Il=l0mNm-1 as a function of time after achieving the fixed pressure-two layer 
model. 
Time I min Median Area 
lcm2 
20 232 
40 201 
60 186 
186 
80 175 
100 170 
% Trilayer 
79.4 
88.8 
93.3 
93.3 
96.4 
98.1 
d11 A 0 d2I A 0 d3 I A 
43 .0 48.2 23.4 
44.5 48.8 23.4 
51.5 53 .2 23.4 
33.0 60.6 
37.7 71.5 
43.1 73.2 
Nb1 I 
10-6 A-2 
0.6 
0.6 
0 .6 
1.5 
1.6 
1.6 
Nb2I 
10-6 A-2 
1.2 
1.3 
1.5 
6.0 
6.0 
6.2 
Nb3I 
10-6 A-2 
5.8 
5.8 
5.8 
roughness x2 
0 
IA 
15.0 1.23 
15.4 1.74 
16.3 2.09 
15.2 1.72 
16.1 1.17 
16.3 0.65 
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Figure 4.15. Reflectivity profiles (markers) and fitted results (lines) in the collapse 
region IT = 10 rnN m· 1 for dPS-OH on ACMW at intervals of twenty minutes, 
showing the time dependence of the growth of a new phase. Profiles offset by a 
factor of SxlQ-9 in reflectivity. 
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Figure 4.16. Reflectivity profiles (markers) and fitted results (lines) in the collapse 
region IT= 10 rnN m- 1 for dPS-OH on D20 at intervals of twenty minutes, showing 
the time dependence of the growth of a new phase. Profiles offset by a factor of Sxl0-
9 in reflectivity. 
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The three layer model for the deuterated polymer on ACMW consisted of a diffuse 
first layer, d1, at the air-film interface of 30-40 A, a second layer, d2, of 40-60 A and 
a third layer, d3, of 15 A immediately above the substrate. The first and second layer 
thicknesses are time dependent at TI = 10 mN m-1 as portrayed in Figure 4.17 though 
there was no observable time dependence of the third layer thickness, d3, and unlike 
the case of docosanoic acid32 there was no induction time for the formation of the new 
phase. The reproducibility of the film parameters was tested by an experiment at the 
beginning of the time series. After the first twenty minute profile had been recorded, 
the film was expanded, more material added and then recompressed to the same 
pressure. In the subsequent twenty minute run the scattering length density and layer 
thicknesses were little different from the previous values. 
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Figure 4.17. The first and second layers, dl and d2 respectively, for the d-PS-OH 
on ACMW, were observed to increas~ in thickness with time while the third layer, d3, 
remains at a constant thickness of 15 A, the thickness of the monolayer. 
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The reflectivity profile of the deuterated polymer on D2O was fitted well initially by a 
three layer model analogous to that for the ACMW substrate, with the parameters 
being shown in Table 4.3. As the collapse process continued, though, the three layer 
model could no longer be fitted to the reflectivity profile and a two layer model had to 
be used. Here the second and third layers of the three layer model for polymer on 
ACMW, are now not adequately separable, possibly due to D2O being present in the 
newly formed phase. The first rather diffuse layer varied in thickness from 33 to 50 
0 0 
A, while the second layer increased from 48 to 73 A, depending on the model. The 
change of model will be discussed in greater detail later; let it suffice here that this is 
similar to the behaviour for the same pressure on ACMW and hence the two models 
are broadly consistent. 
Compressing to a higher pressure of IT= 11.8 mN m-1, on ACMW, produced a film 
which was nearly in the solid region of the isotherm. Here, the first layer thicknesses 
were slightly greater though the second layer equilibrated to about the same value as at 
I1 = 10 mN m-1. The time dependence of the layer thicknesses at I1 = 11.8 mN m-1 
was not as marked as for IT = 10 mN m- 1 and reached limiting values after the first 
twenty to forty minutes. At this pressure the film is rather solid with little 
compressibility. 
Checking the material balance in this part of the isotherm is a matter of comparing the 
mass fraction of the surfactant in the monolayer and bilayer regions to the fraction of 
the scattering length density multiplied by the thickness and the area occupied, 
(Nb x d x A), in the same regions of the film. For example, at 60 minutes the film 
on ACMW occupies a median area of 175 cm2 which contains 35.8% of the original 
material in the monolayer, (monolayer collapse started at 489 cm2). 
Nb3d3A3 = 1.15xl0 14 A and Nb2d2A3 = 2 .06xl0 14 A. The fraction of the 
scattering coming from the monolayer, d3, is then 1.15/(1.15+2.06)=0.358, or the 
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same as found from the areas. All fitted fraction values were found to be the same 
within 1 or 2 % of the area fractions which indicates the validity of the model. 
Model fitting in this region shows that the underlying monolayer structure at the water 
substrate interface is maintained even into the collapse region where trilayer formation 
begins. Trilayer completion at a specific surface area of ca. 0.2 m2 mg- 1 is indicated 
by the behaviour of the isotherm. At specific surface areas between ca. 0.6 m2 mg- 1 
and ca. 0.2 m2 mg- 1 we suppose that islands of the trilayer phase are in equilibrium 
with the monolayer phase and that the time scale to establish this equilibrium is given 
by the time dependence of the isotherm and the reflectivity. The free fitting three layer 
(ACMW) and two layer (D20) models, Figure 4.17 and Tables 4.3 and 4.4, 
parameterise this mixed phase condition by adding two further layers above that at the 
water surface in modelling the reflectivity. With the established reproducibility of the 
films and the two substrate constraint, some details of the collapse process at a 
constant surface pressure can be deduced. 
The questions to be asked are how strongly interacting are the parameters of the model 
and to what extent are the size and scattering length density changes real physical 
changes or the effect of the mixed phase condition in this region of the isotherm. In 
particular, as indicated by Figure 4.17, does the bilayer phase swell with time of 
equilibration by accepting ACMW or D20 substrate? 
For ACMW the data are well fitted by adding to the base layer, d3, a layer, d2, of 
initial thickness equal to that of a bilayer of fully extended surfactant or a "tilted" 
bilayer with subphase incorporated, and a third very diffuse layer, d 1. To test the 
model the thickness of layer, d3, and its scattering length density were constrained to 
fixed values appropriate to the compressed fluid phase without significantly affecting 
the fit to layers d2 and d 1 at subsequent times. Possible explanations for the 50% 
increase in thickness of the layer, d2, with time, are thus geometrical effects, such as a 
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decrease in the mean tilt angle to the surface normal, or swelling of the bilayer by an 
increase in the amount of subphase in the layers. Swelling of the hydrophilic part of 
the bilayer in a way analogous to that of lyotropic liquid crystals33 is a possibility but 
partial entry of both air and substrate into the chain region cannot be ruled out since 
diffuse packing is indicated both by recent simulations34 and recent grazing incidence 
synchrotron radiation diffraction experiments35 on this system where no crystallinity 
was observed. The decrease in the scattering length density of this layer with time, for 
ACMW substrate, also supports the hypothesis of an increase in the amount of 
subphase in this layer. 
On D20, the initial fitting of the data to the three layer model followed by a two layer 
model is a result of a change in the contrast of the layers due to D20 imbibition. As a 
result it is not possible to distinguish between the layers d2 and d3, and the best fit 
requires a scattering length density near that of d-polystyrene or D20. The film 
thicknesses are in reasonable quantitative agreement with those from ACMW. The 
high scattering length density required in the combined d2 and d3, (now labelled d2 in 
the two layer model) is again consistent with water incorporation into the bilayer and 
the change in model indicates that this process of substrate incorporation occurred after 
a 40 minute period. The initial scattering length densities of d2 for the polymer on 
ACMW and D20 are consistent with a fairly large degree of air being incorporated 
which is later filled by substrate. 
The first layer, d1, for both ACMW and D20 systems was rather diffuse and the 
roughness at the air-film interface was quite large. This layer could indicate the 
presence of further structure on top of the bilayer, such as more bilayer, or, as has 
been postulated5-7; ribs of folded monolayer which have not yet collapsed onto the 
top of the monolayer, due to either the kinetics of the process or the lack of available 
space for this collapse to occur (later discussion of the electron microscopy of these 
films will indicate that this ridge is due to the nucleating process of the new phase). 
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The fact that the surface roughness and layer thickness, d 1, decrease with time, for the 
film at TI= 10 rnN m-1, indicates a slow collapse of this layer, whereas at TI= 11.8 
rnN m-1, ie. in the solid film region, the roughness increasing with time indicates a 
lack of space available for collapse of this layer, or possibly further buckling of the 
present film. 
The principal features of the model for the collapse region are thus, an underlying 
monolayer, more or less dense "islands" of bilayer on top of this possibly capped by 
ridges of folded mono layer. It is believed that much more information on the 
dispersion of the "islands" and on the relation between the structure of the film on the 
water surface can be obtained from the further analysis of the off specular scattering. 
C) Multidetector Experiments. 
The two-dimensional reflectivity profiles taken from the multidetector are shown in 
Figure 4.18. These were first analysed along Qz to compare the specular reflection 
component with the results from the single detector. The reflectivity profiles obtained 
from the multidetector data by averaging signal intensity through the specular peak 
were the same as those recorded by the single detector. 
At surface pressures before collapse to a trilayer had occurred, only a specular peak 
appeared in the reflectivity recorded by the multidetector and this appears in Figure 
4.18a along Qx=0. This indicated a film which had no significant in-plane scattering 
length density fluctuations in the domain from Qxmin to Qxmax, (ie. maximum -
minimum detectable size range of about 5µm - 0.2µm36,37). At all surface areas less 
than that of the "nucleation peak" at ca. 0.46 m2 mg-1, however, off-specular 
scattering was observed to the sides of the specular peak and this increased in intensity 
as compression proceeded. Figure 4.18b shows the multidetector pattern. Under 
these conditions with the ordinate and abscissa converted to Qz and Qx, The data 
before, Figure 4.18a, and after nucleation, Figure 4.18b, were taken at surface 
pressures of I1=4 mN m-1 and II= 11.8 mN m-1. The 256 colour scale of Figure 4.18 
ranges in reflectivity from 1.0xl0-8, black, to 5.0xl0-5, white. Cuts through the 
reflectivity field in Figure 4.15 averaged over the wavelength region 4.0 <A/A< 5.0, 
( 0.066 < Qz / A-1 < 0.082 ), before (full line) and after film collapse (dotted line) are 
shown in Figure 4.19. 
The appearance of this off-specular scattering with the nucleation of the trilayer is 
indicative of inhomogeneity in the plane of the polymer film38-40. Such strong off-
specular neutron reflectivity has not previously been observed in Langmuir films, 
though some interesting studies of off-specular scattering have lead to the derivation of 
a total scattering function (S(Qx)) for a one dimensional model of randomly distributed 
islands with length a and density p0 in the islands and zero everywhere else 41 . Using 
this model in a qualitative way we can infer that the in-plane density fluctuations have 
a spectrum of inverse correlation lengths in the domain of the Qxmin - Qxmax window 
defined above. 
Neutron wavelength and hence Qx and Qy dependence of the off-specular reflection is 
also apparent in Figure 4.18. This wavelength dependence falls mainly in the 
wavelength region of 3 to 6 A, or 0.052 to 0.11 A-1 in Qz, with some asymmetry on 
either side of the specular peak. 
The quantitative aspects of the present system are under study with the collection of a 
more extensive data set in hand. A general conclusion at this stage is that the 
instrumental parameters of CRISP lend themselves to the study of film textures in the 
micron and submicron range. 
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Figµre 4.18. Two-dimensional reflectivity patterns at (a) Il=4 mN m-1 and (b) 
Il=l 1.8 mN m-1 showing specular, red region at Qx = 0, and off-specular reflectivity, 
from the multidetector patterns with the ordinate and abscissa converted to Qz and Qx. 
The 256 colour scale to the side represents a range in reflectivity from 1.0x 1 Q-8, black, 
to 5.0xlQ-5, white. 
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Figure 4.19. Comparison of sections through the reflectivity profiles of dPS-OH 
on ACMW at I1 = 4 (full line) and I1 = 11.8 mN m- 1 ( dotted line) showing specular 
and off-specular reflection averaged over the wavelength region 4.0 <A/A< 5.0, 
( 0.066 < Qz I A- 1 < 0.082 at Qx = 0.). 
The evidence above supports the conviction that collapsed surfactant films at the air-
water interface have multilayer structure31 •32. The new aspect brought by the off-
specular reflection results, is that the distribution function for the "islands" postulated 
in the collapse process, may be accessible at least in the spatial domain defined by the 
minimum and maximum Qin the x and y directions. Interesting dissipative structures 
may be formed analogous to other systems40. Here, the interpretation of the off-
specular data has been deliberately simplified by considering only the Qx component. 
Clearly though, with a more horizontally collimated beam, the polystyrene surfactant 
system may yield very strong and sharp off-specular data whose Q dependence could 
be ,studied as a function of the intrinsic characteristics of the surfactant to see what 
controls the surface texture after monolayer collapse. 
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Figure 4.20. Off-specular scattering spectra as a function of compression. Plots are 
displays of position up the detector, the y-axis, vs the neutron wavelength in A, x-
axis. The positions along the isotherm to which these spectra correspond are detailed 
in Figure 4.21. 
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Figure 4.21. Positions along the isotherm of a 973 molecular weight polystyrene 
surfactant, at 20° C, at which off-specular reflectivity profiles were measured. 
Langmuir-Blodgett films were also collected at these points so that the surface 
structure of the films could be investigated. The first limiting area is 0.565 m2/mg and 
the second 0.209 m2/mg. The area at the indicated collapse point is 0.435 m2/mg. 
Further experiments aimed at obtaining more information about the off-specular 
scattering from the collapsing film, involved collecting off-specular scattering with the 
multidetector as the film was held at constant areas throughout the collapse region. 
These are seen in Figure 4.20. 
The off-specular scattering plots of Figure 4.20, are plotted in a different format to 
those of Figure 4.18 so that some of the finer details of these figures can be 
considered. The y-axis displays the spectra from the multidetector whose detecting 
plane is parallel to the surf ace normal and perpendicular to the plane of specular 
reflection. The spectra numbers can be converted into the vertical position along the 
0 
detector. The x-axis is the neutron wavelength in A. A red band is observed in the 
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centre of these plots which is the specularly reflected beam (Qx=O). The blue regions 
to either side of the specular peak mark where slits have masked out the beam, while 
the yellow region at small wavelengths arises from neutrons from other _pulses getting 
through the optics and overlapping with the current pulse. 
The off-specular reflectivity is observed to develop as the film is compressed to 
smaller areas. Just past the collapse point, Figure 4.20a, the reflectivity is similar to 
that observed before the collapse point at a pressure of 4 mN m- 1. Further 
0 
compression results in the off-specular intensity developing in the region of 5 A and 
appearing to shift to longer wavelengths as the film is compressed to smaller areas. 
The asymmetric appearance of these off-specular fringes is due to the fringe following 
a locus for which there is a constant value of Qz (this is effectively a constant optical 
path length). These fringes occur at Qz values where the maxima in the specular 
reflectivity occur. At the final compression, Figure 4.20f, a very intense fringe has 
0 
developed over the wavelength range 4 to 6 A and a second fringe is visible at a 
0 
wavelength of about 6.5 A, just above the slit. This second fringe is believed to occur 
at the position for critical reflection. This critical fringe is suspected to arise from the 
distortion of island domains, at the end of the compression, so that some of the film 
surf ace is exposed at the critical angle to the neutron beam. 
Beyond these simple qualitative interpretations of the off-specular reflectivity, it would 
be gratifying to be able to quantitatively relate the off-specular scattering to the film 
structure. As indicated in Chapter 2 there are several theoretical approaches to 
determining the off-specular scattering from a inhomogenous surface. It was decided 
to follow the approach by Cai et a140 for studying the off-specular scattering from 
diblock copolymer multilayers. This method is applicable for Qz » Qc which is 
consistent with the experimental conditions under which the off-specular scattering 
was collected here. To this end, Langmuir-Blodgett films of the surfactant films were 
collected on electron microscopy grids at the compressions where the off-specular 
scattering patterns had been recorded, the intention being to match theoretically 
produced patterns generated from these with those from neutron reflectivity. 
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Electron Microscopy 
Langmuir-Blodgett films, of the collapsed monolayer films .at several compressions, 
were prepared for transmission electron microscopy, TEM, studies. Copper 
transmission electron microscopy grids, 400 mesh, were coated with a formvar film 
prepared from 0.5% formvar in chloroform. Initial tests on picking the surfactant 
films up onto the grids by a vertical method failed to produce adhesion of the film to 
the formvar surface. Also no attachment was found for plasma etched formvar 
surfaces which were noticeably more hydrophilic than the formvar films as prepared 
from chloroform. As a result, a horizontal dipping method, as illustrated in Figure 
4.22, was used. This involved contact of the formvar coated surface of the 
micrograph grid to the multilayer film coated air-water interface. The grid was then 
withdrawn, Figure 4.22b, and usually parted from the water surface with a droplet 
adhering to the grid's surface, Figure 4.22c, except at very high compressions. This 
method may produce two possible surfaces. The first will be referred to as a type I 
film. Figure 4.22f shows this, and consists of the original monolayer on top of the 
islands of the new phase which are themselves the layer which initially comes into 
contact with the formvar coated grid. Type I films occur when the rupture of the 
meniscus does not completely coat the grid with a second layer of film. A type II film, 
Figure 4.22g, has been observed and this occurs when a second layer of the film 
attaches itself back to back (monolayer to monolayer) with the type I film initially 
formed on contact with the formvar. 
In the next step of preparing the films for study, they were inserted into a chamber 
which was then evacuated in preparation for shadowing the films with 10% Pt/C. It 
was found that pumping down the shadowing chamber to the recommended 10-6 torr, 
resulted in dewetting of the polymer films from the formvar. This was avoided by 
shadowing the films as soon as the pressure had reached 10-4 torr. The Pt/C gun was 
aligned at the grids at an angle of 10 degrees and run for a few seconds. 
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Figure 4.22. Horizontal dipping method used for picking up Langmuir-Blodgett 
films for electron microscopy work. The grid is brought up to contact the surface, 
4.22a and 4.22d, after contact the grid is withdrawn from the surface, 4.22b and 
4.22e, the meniscus breaks leaving a droplet attached to the grid surface, 4.22c. The 
two possible surfaces which result from this contacting method are seen in 4.22f and 
4.22g and will be referred to as type I and type II films, respectively. 
The TEM used for the study of the Langmuir-Blodgett films was a Hitachi 600. The 
problem with electron microscopy is determining what is an artefact of the preparation 
procedure and what is real. This also brings into question the amount of distortion 
that has been introduced into the films to this point. It will have been noticed, that the 
preparation procedure is none to gentle towards the surface structure of the film, 
especially if it is the second layer (type II film) , which comes under observation. A 
check on this problem is that, if the area covered by the islands is the same as the 
absolute area measured from the point on the isotherm at which the film was picked 
up, then it is a reasonable first approximation to accept the image as being 
rep~esentative of the actual film structure. 
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The electron micrographs in Figure 4.23 are presented as representing the two types of 
film structure which can result from the horizontal lifting technique. Figure 4.23a is a 
very clear image of the circular island domains resulting from monolayer collapse. 
This image represents a type two film, as per Figure 4.22g. Figure 4.23b, represents 
a type one film, as per Figure 4.22f, where a slumping process, shown in Figure 
4.24, is attributed to revealing the underlying structure of the domains. In this image, 
the islands are also visible as circular domains (these appear as very coarse grains in 
comparison to the islands of 4.23a) though they are blanketed by the remains of the 
monolayer. In some parts of this image, the blanketing monolayer appears to have 
collapsed down onto the formvar, being visible as non-circular grainy areas. It is also 
possible that the monolayer has dewetted in these regions. 
A feature which is noticed in the domains of Figure 4.23a, are the ridges or peaks 
which appear in most of the islands. These ridges are also clearly visible in Figure 
4.25, and appear to be the point from which the new phase was nucleated. In Figure 
4.25a, all the clearly visible islands contain this ridge, and in some instances two 
ridges are present. The ridges appear to run most of the way across the domains 
though they are more pronounced at one end, and appear to be oriented from the upper 
right hand comer of the photograph down to the lower left comer. It is possible that 
the ridges are aligned perpendicular to the direction of compression (ie parallel to the 
barrier), however, it was not possible to ascertain this. 
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a 
b 
Figure 4.23. In1age depicting a type II film , 4.23a. Thi image at 4000x 
n1agnificaLion, reveal a relatively narrow distribution of i land sizes randomly 
di tribuLcd. otice the ridge or peak which appear in most of the domains. 4.23b, 
1nagnificaLion 5000x, r pre ent a type I film , with the overlying monolayer. The 
island in this ca e appear to be very grainy and the points where the 1nonolayer has 
lun1ped or dewetled from Lhe forn1var are visible as a finer grain. These fihn 
correspond to point B in Figure 4.21. 
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Figure 4.24. Figure illustrating monolayer slump which reveals the underlying 
domain structure. 
The following photographs give an indication of the film structure during the collapse 
process. Figures 4.23a, 4.26a,b and 4.27a,b show images taken at the points B, C, 
D, E and F indicated in Figure 4.21, respectively. Coverages of these films 
correspond to 11, 34, 51, 64 and 80%, respectively, as calculated from the images. 
These values are between 5 and 20% below the coverages calculated from the collapse 
area assuming that the collapse process started at the peak in the surface pressure-area 
isotherm and that it leads to a perfect trilayer. This under estimation of the surface 
coverage, may be due to factors ranging from small sampling size, pressure gradients 
in the monolayer/collapsing film during compression, Langmuir-Blodgett film type 
(ie. a type II film may not be at the same coverage as the original film), film shrinkage 
during the coating process, and/or errors in the original assumptions that the film 
collapses to a uniform trilayer. Figure 4.25 has already shown that there is a certain 
lack of uniformity in the domains due to the nucleation ridges. A type I film should 
not suffer too much shrinkage, though it would be possible to underestimate the true 
arec;is of the domains if monolayer slump has not revealed the true extent of the 
domain. Finally, shrinkage of a type II film, which can be seen in Figure 4.27b as 
several highly defined edges in the upper left hand corner of the image where the 
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domains have started to dewet, will produce the observed shortfall in calculated 
coverage. The type II film in Figure 4.27b is mainly intact and only underestimates 
the coverage by 5% which tends to lend support to this last theory as well. The 
image, seen in Figure 4.26b and taken from the same film which gave the images in 
Figure 4.27, shows large domains of the order of 2.6 µm while for the subsequent 
compressions the domains are at the most 2.0 µm. This difference indicates an 
inconsistency in the domain structure across the film surface and may indicate pressure 
gradients during the compression process. It is evident that the off-specular scattering 
if properly interpreted might give much more information on the underlying film 
structure. 
It is interesting to note the dispersity of the domain size distribution. There are not 
enough domains in the images to get a statistical distribution but qualitatively, they are 
almost monodisperse until compressions beyond about 50%. The image in Figure 
4.27a has a fair distribution of domain sizes. From this, a crude mechanism for the 
film collapse is proposed and presented in Figure 4.28. 
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Figure 4.25. Electron micro graphs of a Langmuir-Blodgett film showing the ridge 
from which the new phase i thought to grow. 4.25a is at 5000x magnification while 
4 ,25b is at 12000x magnification . 
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b 
Figure 4.26 . linage of Langmuir-Blodgett film corresponding to point C and D 
in Figure 4 .2 l . Figure 4 .26a is a type I film while 4.26b appear to be a type II film , 
though that i debateablc when the extent of dewetting is considered. 4.26a and 4 .26b 
arc at 5000x magnification. 
a 
b 
Figure 4.27. Image corre ponding to point E and Fin Figure 4.21. Figure 4.27a 
i a type I film while 4.27b i a type II filrn with little dewetting. 4.27a and 4.27b are 
at 5000x n1agnification. 
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Figure 4.28. Partial mechanism of film collapse. Initial nuclei grow into domains 
until overlap results, 4.28a. New nuclei, black dots, form when the pressure rises 
above the nucleation pressure again due to the reduced area from which the monolayer 
can transform to the new phase, 4.28b. This process continues, 4.28c until the 
surface is no longer compressible the isotherm enters the solid region, 4.28d; region 
III of Figure 4.1. 
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After the initial nucleation and growth of the new phase, the island domains grow 
along their surface tension minimised circumference until overlap occurs with a 
neighbouring domain. At this point the area from which monolayer can be 
transformed into the new phase is reduced and the surface pressure increases. It is 
observed in Figure 4.22a, that even in the early stages of the collapse region overlap 
of the growing centres has already occurred. The isotherm, Figure 4.21, also shows 
an increase in the surface pressure after only a few percent conversion of the 
monolayer to trilayer. When the surface pressure is again high enough, new nuclei 
can form, and so the process repeats. At the end of the compression, the new phase 
has formed a "solid" if incomplete film which spans the trough, cf. Figure 4.27. New 
nuclei can form to fill in the remaining "holes" in the film. 
Although there is some discrepancy between the coverages of the domains, it is still 
worth continuing with the analysis of the off-specular scattering since the information 
content of the images is still valuable as an outline for the true physical situation. 
Simulation of the Off-Specular Scattering 
Having obtained electron micrograph images of the films in different states of 
compression, the negatives were digitised. The digitised images were then processed 
using NIH Image 42 to highlight the domains and create binary images, such as that 
seen in Figure 4.29. Figure 4.30, is a plot of the correlation function g(r), cf. 
Equation 2.20, as a function of the radius obtained from the image in Figure 4.29, by 
comparing the distance from every black pixel to every other black pixel ( this 
procedure is rather time consuming even for 11 % coverage). 
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Figure 4.29. Binary image of collapsed film at 11.4% coverage 4000x 
magnification. 
The validity of the correlation function, g(r), was tested for the following necessary 
features; at r=O, g(O)=a-1, where a is the surface coverage, while as r~00 , g( 00 )= 1.0. 
This plot has been normalised by dividing by the surface coverage so the first 
condition is met. The contribution to the function in the region of Oto lµm comes 
from the domain size. It is noted that the rest of the correlation function drops off 
below 1.0 as the radius increases which is indicative of the sample size being too small 
to give good statistics for the function in this region. However, qualitatively there are 
weak correlations between the domains giving rise to the peaks at about 3. 8 and 
possibly 6 µm, which are not unreasonable values. 
Another means of obtaining the correlation function is to take the Fourier transform of 
' 
the binary image, multiply it by its complex conjugate and inverse transform the image 
((FFTxFFT*)-1). The resulting image can then be radially averaged to obtain the 
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function h(r)=g(r)-1. The result of this procedure is seen in Figure 4.31. 
Qualitatively this image is the same as that shown in Figure 4.30, though, there is now 
more intensity in the O to 3 µm range. To remove some of the confusion in 
interpreting these correlation functions, the domains in Figure 4.29 were replaced by 
single pixels at their centres; this removes the self term of the correlation function due 
to the domain size so that the domain-domain correlations can be observed. The result 
of this is shown in Figure 4.32 and is, of course, limited by the sampling statistics. 
Finally, the Fourier transform of the domain image will yield the scattering function 
due to the domains. The radially averaged Fourier transform of the image in Figure 
4.29 is shown in Figure 4.33. 
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Figure 4.30. This is the function g(r) the correlation function. It was derived by 
taking each black pixel in the image, Figure 4.27, and finding the distance to every 
other black pixel. This function should have a value of a- 1 for g(O) and a value of 1 
for g( CX) ). As can be seen, the first criterion is met at g(O), however, it underestimates 
the function at g( CX) ). This indicates that there are enough domains to obtain reasonable 
statistics for the domain autocorrelation part, however, the sampling area is not large 
enough to satisfy the statistics for the rest of the domain-domain correlation part of the 
function. 
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Figure 4.31. This plot is the autocorrelation function of the image in Figure 4.27. 
It is obtained by taking the FFT of the image and then performing the Function 
(FFTxFFT*)-1. The resulting image is then radially summed and averaged to obtain 
the function h(r). h(r) is g(r)-1. This function should have the appearance of g(r) in 
the Figure 4.28. 
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Figure 4.32. Domain-domain correlation function generated from the centres of the 
island domains. There is a strong correlation at about 1 µm from the domains which 
have grown together, and a weak, broad correlation running from 2 to 6 µm due to the 
separations of the rest of the domains. 
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Figure 4.33. Scattering function of the image in Fig 4.29. This is derived from the 
FFT of the image and the subsequent radial sum and average of the FFT. 
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Figure 4.34. Domain scattering functions as a function of coverage. These indicate 
that most of the scattering occurs in the low Q region. 
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Conclusions 
The TI-A behaviour of a low molecular weight polystyrene surfactant, terminated at 
one end with a hydroxyl group, has been studied at the air-water interface by specular 
and off-specular neutron reflectivity. At low pressures the monolayer has been shown 
to be stable to collapse with a decrease in the mean tilt angle to the surface normal as 
the surface pressure was increased. At higher pressures, the film collapsed to what 
was effectively a trilayer by a mechanism similar to that proposed elsewhere6,7, where 
the monolayer buckles, then collapses on top of the monolayer. The data support a 
conjecture that the bilayer segment of the film increases in thickness with time as a 
result of subphase incorporation between the layers and possibly from an decrease in 
the mean tilt angle of the surfactant. 
The low molecular weight, oligomeric, polystyrene surfactant molecules tend to a 
limiting area per molecule, A0 , which is of the order of the cross sectional area of the 
molecule. Increasing the dispersity of the surfactant molecular weight results in an 
increase in the limiting area, A0 , as the molecular weight decreases. The surfactant 
behaviour extends to a molecular weight of about 1300 where the polymer chains 
assume a guassian coil like structure and the isotherm is no longer influenced by the 
surfactant head group-substrate interaction. In contrast to the hydrophilic oligomeric 
polystyrenes, the hydrophobic ones cannot be spread and compressed into a stable 
monolayer. For larger molecular weight surfactant polystyrene, a scaling relation was 
found between the molecular weight and limiting area of the molecule, indicating that 
the observed increase in surface pressure is due to the increase in the coil dimensions. 
The glassy nature of the polymer at these molecular weights results in the polymer 
chain remaining as a stiff coil at the air-water interface, even as they are compressed. 
Similar scaling behaviour was also found for the long chain hydrophobic polystyrene 
molecules above the molecular weight of 1300 g/mole. 
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Decreasing the temperature resulted in a reduced collapse transition, thought to be due 
to an increase in the size and/or rigidity of the collapse domains. The ratio of the 
limiting areas, A0 , found from the steep increases in the surface pressure, indicated 
incomplete layer formation even at room temperature. 
The kinetics of monolayer collapse and form of growth of new phase depended on the 
pressure to which the film was compressed. Lower pressures lead to instantaneous 
hemispherical growth, while the higher pressures started with cylindrical growth but 
then appeared to change to hemispherical growth. The nonlinearity of the collapse 
process indicated the possibility of several processes being present during collapse. 
Neutron reflectivity from the collapsed film resulted in off-specular scattering 
indicative of the formation of in-plane domains or roughness. From the scattering and 
the assumption that the film collapsed into domains which produced it, a minimum 
size of the order of a micron is calculated for the domains. 
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CHAPTER 5. Polyisoprene Insoluble Surfactants 
Introduction 
Polyisoprene is a rubbery polymer which has a low viscosity when the chain length is 
short. The flexibility of this polymer is reflected in the low glass transition 
temperature of -66°C 1, for cis-1,4-polyisoprene, even though there are double bonds 
in the backbone of the chain. This low glass transition temperature arises 
predominantly from the lack of bulky side groups to hinder rotation. The effect of 
molecular weight on the glass transition temperature follows the same trend as found 
for other polymers, with the oligomer region extending to 4 repeat units, a molecular 
weight of 272 g/mole. The bulk T g is reached by a molecular weight of 2400 or 35 
repeat units 1. The solution behaviour of polyisoprene appears to follow the simple 
statistical models, which are likely to be accurate for flexible molecules, though the 
low molecular weight regions where end effects are important have not been 
studied2•3. 
In this chapter the structure of polyisoprene surfactants, terminated by a single 
hydroxyl group, are studied at the air-water interface and the effect of chain length is 
probed. The molecular weight range studied corresponds to the gaussian coil region 
as demarcated by the changes in the glass transition temperature. The isoprene repeat 
0 
unit is about 1.5 times longer than the styrene repeat unit (3.8 A long compared to 2.6 
0 
A, respectively), while the molecular weight of styrene is 1.5 times that of isoprene. 
The flexibility of this polymer (indicated by the low glass transition temperature) was 
expected to produce different IT-A isotherm behaviour than the polystyrene 
surfactants. The solution structure of polyisoprene is not expected to influence the 
behaviour of the polyisoprene surfactants as it did for the polystyrenes due to the low 
viscosity of the polymer at low molecular weights. 
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Results and Discussion 
Isotherms 
A compression/expansion isotherm for a 1425 MW polyisoprene surfactant is shown 
in Figure 5.1. The isotherm can be divided into two regions; the first, characterised 
by an initial increase in surf ace pressure through an expanded, fluid like phase, and 
the second region corresponding to a collapse transition. The first region is analogous 
to that found for the polystyrenes where the polymer chains are randomly oriented 
with respect to one another and the surface. The second region, like the case of 
polystyrene, also results from formation of an overlayer. 
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Figure 5.1. Isotherm of 1425 molecular weight polyisoprene surfactant at 20° C. 
The isotherm is essentially reversible as were the polystyrene surfactants though there 
are different time scales associated with the two surfactants as indicated by the amount 
of hysteresis in the collapse region. The time scale is thought to be a result of the 
viscosity of the surfactant in the overlayer. 
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A second increase in the surface pressure was not observed, as the film collapsed to a 
multilayer structure which was seen at high compressions as diffuse patches at the air-
water interface. No nucleation peak was observed at the collapse transition which also 
indicates a low film viscosity (cf Film Collapse Chapter 14). Note, the collapse point 
marks the IT-A conditions where monolayer and multilayer are thermodynamically 
stable. Overall the polyisoprene isotherm is reversible though there is a little 
hysteresis in the compression-expansion cycle. The extent of hysteresis was found to 
be less than for the polystyrene surfactants, indicating reasonably fast kinetics for the 
collapse/expansion process and hence a lower film viscosity for the polyisoprenes. 
The collapse point of the polyisoprene surfactants varied in pressure and area by a few 
percent when measured from freshly spread films and is attributed to a variability in 
the structure of freshly spread films, this will be discussed in more detail later. Due to 
this variation, sensible information on the change of the collapse point with an increase 
in the compression rate could not be obtained. 
Effect of Molecular Weight 
A family of isotherms for different molecular weight polyisoprene surfactants is 
shown in Figure 5 .2. These isotherms all show an increase in surface pressure 
through a fluid phase, fallowed by a collapse transition. This transition occurred at 
lower surface pressures as the molecular weight increased. A low molecular weight 
analogue of 1,4-polyisoprene, Farnesol, consisting of 3 repeat units with a molecular 
weight of 222 g/mole, produced a very expanded fluid phase isotherm with no 
collapse transition. Farnesol, though, did not form a stable film due to evaporation or 
solution of the surfactant. The decrease in surface pressure at the collapse point with 
increasing molecular weight is attributed to increasing chain-chain interaction, as the 
chain length increased. At a certain length, the energy due to the chain-chain 
interaction is equal to the energy of the substrate-head group interaction and at that 
point only a small pressure is required to collapse the film by withdrawal of the head 
group from the substrate. 
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Figure 5.2. Family of isotherms for 1,4-polyisoprene surfactants at the air-water 
interface at 20° C, showing a decrease in the collapse pressure as the molecular weight 
increases. 
The effect of the polydispersity was not considered for these surfactants for several 
reasons. Namely, the relative monodispersity of the polymers; less than 1. 10, and the 
random nature of the film, indicated by the fluid phase region of the Il-A isotherm. 
Reducing the polydispersity further may improve the nature of the spread film, 
however, due to the random orientation of the chain, this was not expected to produce 
any great change except for polymers with much shorter chains where interpenetrating 
structures do not form. 
Il-A isotherms of surfactants which have similar chemical characteristics to the 
polyisoprenes, such as the unsaturated fatty acids, oleic acid, linoleic acid, etc, yield 
an insight into the behaviour of the polyisoprene surfactants. These molecules all 
result in expanded Il-A isotherms similar to the polyisoprenes; the factor responsible 
for these otherwise linear chains forming expanded films was identified as the 
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interaction of the double bonds in the chain with the substrate5•6. Double bonds are 
sufficiently hydrophilic to anchor the chains to the water surface and thereby create the 
disorder which characterises the expanded film. It was found that increasing the 
degree of unsaturation resulted in the limiting area increasing, for the same length 
chain, indicating again the interaction of the double bond with the interface. Finally, 
the limiting area of an unsaturated molecule was found to decrease with increasing 
temperature, indicating that the hydrophilic nature of the double bond only produces a 
tenuous anchor which is easily displaced. With these observations in hand it was 
possible to interpret the behaviour of polyisoprene surfactants. 
The behaviour of the TI-A isotherm is separated into two regions based on the surface 
concentration of the polymer. At high surface concentrations head group-substrate 
and polymer-polymer interactions are important while at low surface coverages, the 
TI-A isotherm is a result of double bond-substrate interactions. 
High Surface Concentrations 
The polyisoprene surfactant chains used here are relatively long and therefore have a 
gaussian coil structure in the solution state. Spreading these molecules may leave 
discrete polymer coils at the air-water interface as was found for the polystyrenes, 
but, there is only a very small energy barrier to the flow of these chains when they are 
compressed due to their flexible nature. Possible structures of the polymer chain 
under compression are represented in Figure 5.3. In the case of Figure 5.3b, the 
chains act like a polymer brush, forming non-interpenetrating coils which are 
elongated due to the compression. The chains do not penetrate adjacent coils due to 
the energy associated with this process 7 . Figure 5.3c, however, shows 
interpenetrating chains (note a random wormlike model may equally apply in this 
case). Compression of the film, whether in a brush or intertwined state, eventually 
leads to detachment of the head group from the water surface and allows the "freed" 
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polymer chain to be pushed out of the film forming an overlayer or bulk phase. There 
is evidence for the structure presented in Figure 5.3c in the scaling of the area at the 
collapse point with the molecular weight and in the neutron reflectivity studies of the 
polymer surfactant at the air-water interface. The isotherms in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 are 
of polyisoprene surfactants where the TI-A behaviour is dominated by head group-
substrate and polymer-polymer interactions at high surface concentrations (ie. 0.8 
mg/m2 when first spread and before compression). 
a 
b 
C 
Figure 5.3. Possible structures of polyisoprene surfactants spread at the air-water 
interface. 5.3a, just spread film, retaining solution structure with attachment of the 
hydrophilic group to the air-water interface. 5.3b represents a random structure 
adopted by the polymer chains under compression without interpenetration of the 
polymer chains while 5.3c represents the case with interpenetration. 
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Scaling of Polyisoprene Surfactant Behaviour with Molecular Weight. 
Polyisoprene-OH and "hydrophobic" polyisoprene polymer chains are deposited at the 
air-water interface in the solution conformation of a random coil. It was seen with the 
polystyrene surfactants that the limiting area, A0 , of the IT-A isotherm, scaled as a 
linear function of the molecular weight of the surfactant chain ( cf. Chapter 4 Equation 
4.1). The isotherms of polystyrene-OH and polystyrene itself were interpreted as 
resulting from the two dimensional compression of the gaussian coils of the polymer. 
The scaling was found to indicate that the polymer coils were in a Theta state, ie. not a 
swollen state expected for chains in a good solvent. Due to the low glass transition 
temperature of polyisoprene, even very long chains are fluid or rubbery at room 
temperature, and therefore, are able to distort from a gaussian coil structure, in 
response to an applied force. The scaling behaviour of the film area at the collapse 
point (point X in Figure 5.2) as a function of molecular weight is shown in Figure 
5.4. Note, the limiting area, A0 , of polyisoprene scales in a similar manner. 
The graph of area vs molecular weight has a slope of 0.014 which can be interpreted 
as an area per repeat unit of 0.95 A2. When this is compared to the area per repeat unit 
of 4.9 A2 found for polystyrene in its gaussian conformation, and taking into account 
the difference in the length of the repeat units, it becomes apparent that the 
polyisoprene molecules must be in a more extended/interpenetrating form than the 
gaussian coil of the polystyrenes. This is consistent with what is expected for 
polyisoprene with its low glass transition temperature. An argument of hydrophilicity 
(the interaction of a phenyl group compared to a single double bond), determining the 
structure of the polymer surfactant film is only of minor consideration compared to the 
effects of chain flexibility. What is apparent from this plot is that there is a fair degree 
of uncertainty associated with the point where the monolayer film collapses from film 
to film. As the areas used to create this plot are the average of several compressions, 
of freshly spread films, it is assumed that there is a variability between films produced 
during the spreading process. 
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line indicates the linear regression of all points. 
The plot of the energy in the film at the collapse point, (IlxAxMW), as a function of 
the molecular weight of the polymer, Figure 5.5, appears to be a linear function , 
except at higher molecular weights where a collapse pressure was still measured (ie. 
ca. 5000 g/mole ). For still higher molecular weights of 7000 g/mole, a surface 
pressure increase was no longer measurable during the compression. That is not to 
say that a film was not spread or did not collapse to multilayer, only that the Langmuir 
trough was not capable of measuring it. 
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Figure 5.5. Energy in the film at the collapse point plotted as a function of the 
molecular weight of the polymer. Error bars indicate the deviation in the measured 
pressure and area at the collapse point from film to film. 
Double Bond Interactions with the Substrate; Low Surface 
Concentration Behaviour 
At low surface coverages, the double bonds present in the polyisoprene chain also 
interact with the substrate and this leads to different regions of IT-A behaviour. By 
analogy with the unsaturated fatty acids the double bond-substrate interaction may be 
enhanced at low temperatures and low surface coverages. Figure 5.6 illustrates two 
possible structures for polyisoprenes spread at the air-water interface at low surface 
concentrations. Figure 5.6a shows a helical coil conformation to the polymer chain. 
There is evidence for such a structure for other flexible polymers with hydrophilic 
groups in each repeat unit, such as poly methyl methacrylate8. Figure 5.6b shows the 
polyisoprene lying flat at the interface. The area occupied by these two structures 
would be very different, as would the density of the films perpendicular to the 
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interface. It is likely that a distribution of states exists for the polymer chains ranging 
from the those shown in Figure 5.6 to even those shown in Figure 5.3c. 
An interesting possibility is the spreading of a "hydrophobic" polyisoprene (ie. no 
alcohol head group). Spreading of a high molecular weight "hydrophobic" 
polystyrene has already been demonstrated ( cf. Chapter 4 ), with the formation of a 
monolayer of discrete randomly coiled polymer particles. Lower molecular weight 
materials where the gaussian coil did not form, simply collapsed to a multilayer at 
room temperature. IT-A isotherms for short and long "hydrophobic" polyisoprenes, 
however, were flat. There was no observable increase in the surface pressure so it is 
suspected that the "hydrophobic" polyisoprenes do not interact strongly enough with 
the air-water interface to alter the surface tension to give rise to an isotherm, ie. a 
hydrophilic group is required to anchor the chain, at least at one end. 
a 
Figure 5.6. Possible structures of polyisoprenes at the air-water interface under the 
conditions of low surface concentration. 5.6a indicates a helical structure to the 
polymer chain while 5.6b represents the molecule lying flat at the air-water interface. 
In the latter case the film thickness would be of the order of a few angstroms and the 
film would occupy a very large area. 
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Both the variability of the high surface concentration film structure, as observed by the 
variation in the limiting areas from film to film, at a given molecular weight, and the 
systematic change in the collapse pressure as a function of the molecular weight have 
been studied. Irreproducibility was found which was attributed to either the irregular 
spreading behaviour of the surfactant film, or changes in the film through attraction of 
the polyisoprene's double bonds to the air-water interface. The effect of letting the 
polyisoprene surfactant film equilibrate for a long time was addressed first. 
By allowing the polymer to reside at the air-water interface for a period of time in an 
uncompressed state, it was noticed that the limiting surface area occupied by the 
surfactant and the pressure at which the film collapsed, increased, as shown in Figure 
5.7. At first this was attributed to a reaction of the polyisoprene double bonds with 
atmospheric oxygen, producing hydrophilic groups along the surfactant backbone, 
however, on repeating the experiment under nitrogen, similar results were obtained. 
Note, initially the substrate was not degassed (an oversight) however after several 
hours at room temperature the molecular oxygen content should be low. The initial 
isotherm measured by immediate compression of the film after spreading, was 
reproducible to within the few percent mentioned above. Waiting for greater lengths 
of time before compressing the surfactant consistently resulted in similar isotherms 
though the IT-A curve varied from film to film. (It will be shown below, that the 
structure of a polyisoprene surfactant film varied from film to film as indicated by 
neutron reflectivity measurements). Note, that when relatively high surface 
concentrations are spread at the air-water interface, the films are limited in the extent to 
which they can expand by the physical area of the trough. 
Figure 5.8, shows a senes of compression expansion curves for a 1500 MW 
polyisoprene surfactant which had been left in an expanded state at the air-water 
interface for 18 hours at 10°C. The first compression isotherm ( compressions are 
represented by solid lines and expansions by dotted lines), is observed to the right of 
theylot series with subsequent compressions running to the left. A steady transition 
leads to a collapsed film which does not display the isotherm of a freshly spread film. 
Leaving the film in the expanded state after a compression results in re-expansion of 
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the film. The time scale of this process has not been probed. The steady collapse of 
this film with repeated compressions indicates a long time scale and/or the requirement 
of a lot of free surface for the expansion process. 
Further experiments into the spreading behaviour of polyisoprene surfactants, at the 
air-water interface, allowed the following generalisations to be made. Firstly, the 
shorter the polymer chain, the greater the tendency for the film to expand upon 
standing, resulting in larger limiting areas. Secondly, decreasing the temperature 
increased the tendency for film expansion, and thirdly, compression of the film to 
collapse, followed by a period in an expanded state resulted in a more expanded film 
than was obtained by simply leaving the film in the expanded state for the same period 
of time. No quantitative results are presented as more work is required in this area, 
however, qualitative explanations which are consistent with these observations are 
presented below. 
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Figure 5.7. Isotherms of a 1500 MW polyisoprene surfactant at the air-water 
interface maintained at 10° C. 
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Increasing the molecular weight of a polymer, has the effect of reducing the free 
volume due to chain ends and increasing polymer-polymer interactions. This effect 
plus the possibility of chain entanglements would account for the higher molecular 
weight polyisoprenes not readily spreading from a high surface concentration film. 
This effect is also suspected as the cause of the observed decrease in the collapse 
pressure as the molecular weight increases. 
Decreasing the substrate temperature increases the surface tension and the number of 
substrate-double bond interactions. Thus a greater surface pressure is reached in the 
polyisoprene surfactant IT-A isotherms at low temperature. This is consistent with the 
observations for unsaturated fatty acids. 
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Compression of the film until it collapsed must force some of the surfactant material 
out of the monolayer. This process leaves the polymer above the monolayer in an 
uncompressed state where it is able to assume an equilibrium conformation, possibly a 
guassian coil. When the film is expanded, the superlayer material has a different 
starting conformation at the air-water interface than the monolayer film which may be 
entangled. 
Neutron Reflectivity of Polyisoprene Surfactants 
From the measurements of isotherms reported above, there are three types of 
reflectivity measurements of immediate interest. The first is to measure the reflectivity 
from the polyisoprene surfactants at high surface concentrations where polymer-
polymer and head group-substrate interactions are the dominant features. The second 
area, involves measurement of reflectivity profiles of the surfactant at low surface 
concentrations where the double bond-substrate interactions are important and the third 
is to study the reflectivity of films of polyisoprenes with no hydrophilic groups other 
than the double bonds. The first of these goals was achieved. As with the 
polystyrene reflectivity measurements, the surfactant films were modelled as slabs. 
Only preliminary investigations were made into film structure of low surface 
concentration surfactant, and purely "hydrophobic" polyisoprenes. 
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5 .10. Solid lines are the best fits using parameters described in the text and Table 5 .1. 
In a first experiment, the reflectivity of a 2887 MW perdeuterated polyisoprene 
surfactant spread at the air-water interface was measured. This involved the study of 
several films to produce the following data. In order to constrain9• lO the possible 
models used to fit the reflectivity profiles, measurements were made on air contrast 
matched water, ACMW, and D2O substrates. Direct methods using the kinematic 
approximation 11 · 12 with many different contrasts appear to offer good confidence 
about model uniqueness but, the necessary variations were not possible because of 
time constraints, and so standard reflectivity modelling methods9•10 were used to 
interpret the data. While a single-layer model of the monolayer was adequate to fit the 
profiles obtained from the deuterated polymer on ACMW, (where the deuterated 
portion of the polymer is the major contributor to the reflectivity), it was not possible 
to obtain a good fit using a single layer model for the profiles of the polymer on D2O. 
Figure 5.9 shows how different the reflectivity profiles are and also how a two-layer 
model involving a polymer layer and a head group-substrate layer fits well for both 
contrasts of the substrate. All subsequent fits used this two-layer model. Thicknesses 
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are shown in Table 5.1, and the positions on the isotherm where the measurements 
were made are indicated in Figure 5.10. The scattering length density profiles for the 
ACMW and D20 subphases are shown in Figure 5.11. 
Table 5.1. Fitted parameters to the reflectivity of polyisoprene films at the air-water 
interface. 
Nb1 d Nb2e Ahgf 
I 10-6 A-2 / 10-6 A-2 / A2 
ACMW 
substrate 
nio 
A 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
B 
C 
E 
substrate G 
H 
I 
a See Figure 1. 
29 
33 
32 
35 
33 
28 
25 
25 
31 
33 
35 
35 
34 
35 
5 
9 
9 
8 
8 
6 
6 
6 
7 
9 
9 
7 
7 
7 
6.0 
6.4 
5.9 
6.7 
6.0 
5.7 
6.2 
6.0 
6.6 
6.4 
6.5 
6.5 
6.4 
6.2 
b Thickness of first layer, adjacent to the air. 
c Thickness of second layer, adjacent to the substrate. 
d Scattering length density of the first layer. 
e Scattering length density of the second layer. 
0.07 
0.7 
0.1 
1.5 
0.2 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
5.6 
5.8 
5.4 
5.2 
5.3 
5.4 
180 
150 
170 
135 
160 
200 
210 
210 
170 
125 
116 
112 
104 
96 
88 
80 
f. Area per head group calculated from the fit to the neutron reflectivity, neglecting the 
contribution from layer 2. 
g Area per head group from the spread mass, molecular weight and trough area. 
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For the deuterated polymer on ACMW, the two layer fit gave a first layer thickness, 
d 1, of about 30 A with a head group-substrate layer, d2, of about 8 A. This compares 
well with the thicknesses obtained for the same polymer on D2O before the collapse 
point, and indicates the validity of this model for representing the interface in this 
region. The thicknesses and scattering length densities shown in Table 5 .1 were 
interpreted as indicating a first layer of deuterated polymer chains only, with a similar 
density to the bulk polymer, while the second layer is mainly composed of substrate 
with the head groups of the polymers (-CH2CH2OH) extending into it. The low 
scattering length density of the -CH2CH2OH group means that it is in low contrast 
when on a subphase of ACMW, but on D2O this group significantly lowers the mean 
scattering length density of the second layer. Beyond the collapse, the ACMW results 
0 0 
have a d 1 of about 26 A while for D2O the layer models to 34 A. This difference is 
probably due to the variability in the film structure as mentioned above. 
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Figure 5.11. Scattering length density profiles for the two-layer model used to fit 
the reflectivity profiles on each substrate. 
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The variation in the film thickness along the isotherm for ACMW is displayed in 
Figure 5.10. There is a general trend of increasing film thickness up to and including 
point E; point F may be in a region where the film is unstable and has collapsed to 
some extent. The variability in film structure from film to film is noted as a change in 
the film thickness at points D and Fin Figure 5.10. The reflectivity of a single film 
over the whole compression range, showed a steady increase in the film thickness 
from 29 A at a surface pressure of 0.5 mN m-1 to 35 A at 5.0 mN m-1. This is 
consistent with the thickness fitted to the reflectivity profiles from different films . The 
area per head group, from the fitting of the neutron reflectivity, and the area per 
molecule, as calculated from the isotherm, are also compared in Table 5 .1 and seen to 
diverge at higher compressions. This is understandable if the film has collapsed to 
multilayer; the area per head group, as calculated from the fitted reflectivity profiles, 
.will no longer be accurate and should not be compared. 
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These data are compared with ellipsometric measurements of Langmuir-Blodgett films 
of the same polymer deposited on a silicon substrate. The ellipsometry measurements 
were performed on films picked up on Si wafers which were pulled vertically from the 
water substrate after the film had reached an equilibrium under constant pressure. 
Constant surface pressure was maintained while these films were being deposited. 
These Langmuir-Blodgett films were measured within eighteen hours of deposition 
with a single wavelength SOFIE STE70 ellipsometer calibrated on a SiO wafer of 
known thickness and refractive index. The variation of the observed film thickness as 
a function of compression is indicated in Table 5 .2. This consistency with the neutron 
measurements indicates that the structure of the Langmuir films is preserved during 
deposition on the silicon substrate. These measurements also indicate film thicknesses 
which are twice the original monolayer thickness when the film is collapsed to nearly 
half its area at the collapse point. 
Table 5.2. Film thickness of Langmuir-Blodgett films of a 2887 MW polyisoprene 
surfactant picked up on silicon wafers as determined by ellipsometry. 
Il/mNm-1 
1.25 
2.12 
3.25 
5.12 
5.37 
Area/ m2 mg-1 
0.248 
0.238 
0.227 
0.171 
0.125 
0 
Film Thickness / A 
26 
28 
30 
38 
50-63 
The description of the monolayer film as a fluid phase as above, is consistent with the 
fitted reflectivity profiles, ie that of randomly oriented polymer chains forming a 
condensed phase. The solution structure of random coils is not preserved at the air-
water interface as the limiting area of the compressed film is less than that expected 
based on the solution radius of gyration, Rg, measured by Small Angle X-ray 
Scattering, SAXS 13, ( eg. the cross sectional area for a 2000 MW polymer 
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extrapolated from SAXS measurements is of the order of 1400 A2 while the isotherm 
gives a maximum area at the "toe" of 125 A2 and about 80 A2 at the collapse point). 
Compressing the coil structure of a fluid or rubbery amorphous polymer causes the 
structure to distort in a strain relieving action. The scattering length density fitted for 
the polyisoprene mono layer indicates that the polymer is nearly at its bulk density. 
This is a good indication that the polymer coils are interpenetrating as shown in Figure 
5.3c. This also lends support to the theory that the spreading process, for low surface 
concentrations of polyisoprene, is hindered by polymer-polymer interactions which 
increase with chain length. 
It is possible, therefore, to conclude that films of 1,4-polyisoprene-OH have the form 
of closely packed randomly oriented and probably interpenetrating chains with a 
0 
penetration of about 8 A into the water by the head group. / At the collapse point and 
beyond the two layer model no longer fits the reflectivity well as can be seen by 
comparing the d1 thicknesses on both subphases for points G, Hand I. The transition 
to a three dimensional phase is essentially unhindered, with the polyisoprene chains 
sliding over one another and the OH groups being extracted from the air-water 
interface. The multilayer islands so produced were not detectable by the neutron 
reflectivity measurements, presumably due to their low density. There may be some 
slight increase in roughness at areas less than the collapse point but this is at the level 
of the statistics of the measurements. Measurements of off-specular reflectivity have 
recently indicated structure parallel to the air-water interface for polystyrene films at 
high compression 14, and preliminary measurements in the off-specular direction of a 
collapsed polyisoprene film also showed off-specular scattering. 
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Conclusion 
1,4-polyisoprene-OH has been shown to have two regions of surface behaviour 
determined by whether the polymer double bonds interact with the substrate, ie. at low 
surface concentrations the double bonds can interact while at high concentrations they 
cannot. The approach to studying the double bond-substrate interaction was to start at 
a high surface concentration and allow the film to expand. This proved interesting and 
reasonable qualitative explanations of the observed behaviour have been tendered. 
Quantitatively, though, more work is required. It may be advantageous to spread a 
very dilute solution of the polymer at the air-water interface, however, one is then 
faced with a problem of contamination from impurities in the spreading solution. The 
low surface concentration behaviour is influenced by the temperature (ie. a lower 
temperature allows a greater interaction between double bonds and substrate), and 
chain length. There appears to be a critical chain length beyond which chain-chain 
interactions hinder the spreading process, possibly due to chain entanglements. 
At high surface concentrations, 1,4-polyisoprene-OH has isotherms similar to those 
found for the polystyrene oligomeric surfactants though lack the peak at the collapse 
point, probably due to the high flexibility of the polyisoprene chain. The polyisoprene 
surfactant chains are all long enough to assume gaussian structures. The monolayer 
region of the isotherm indicates a fluid phase which readily collapsed when 
compressed past a certain pressure-area which was found to be dependant on the chain 
length. At higher molecular weights (ie. greater than 7000 g/mole and well above the 
oligomeric region) an increase in the surface pressure was no longer observed. 
Neutron reflectivity measurements of polyisoprene surfactant films indicated a 
polymer chain layer and a head group-substrate layer structure for the polymer. 
Finally, in an analogous manner to the polystyrenes, "hydrophobic" 1,4-polyisoprene 
could be spread at the air-water interface, however, this film was found to be unstable 
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to compression and collapsed with no measurable increase in the surface pressure. 
That is at room temperature. It may be possible to record an isotherm for this material 
by reducing the temperature of the system and using a low surf ace concentration. 
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CHAPTER 6. Dendrimers 
Introduction 
Dendrimers are 3-dimensional globular structures characterised by a large number of 
chain ends, all emanating from a single core, or focal point, with a branch at each 
monomer unit. The synthetic strategies available for the preparation of dendritic 
macromolecules allow the chain end functional groups, the internal building blocks, 
and the functionality at the focal point to be varied. A wide range of structures with 
potentially novel properties and applications can therefore be prepared. In this 
dissertation, the surface activity and structure of several dendrimer films on water are 
examined using combined Langmuir trough isotherms and neutron reflectivity 
measurements. These dendritic systems are of particular interest as their absorption 
isotherms at the air water interface vary greatly with the size (generation) of the 
molecule; the earlier members showing a very pronounced collapse transition. 
Two methods of synthesis of dendrimers have been employed; divergent1•2 and 
convergent3A, where the molecules are grown from or to a central core, respectively. 
Dendritic macromolecules used here were based on 3,5-dihydroxybenzyl alcohol as 
the monomer unit, and were prepared by the convergent growth approach starting 
from benzyl bromide3A. Two series of dendrimers were selected for study, dendritic 
fragments, or monodendrons, which have a single hydroxymethyl group at the focal 
point and tridendrons, where three dendritic fragments are covalently bound to a 
central core. Graphical 2-dimensional representations of a monodendron and 
tridendron are shown in Figures 6.la and 6.lb respectively. It should be noted that in 
reality these molecules would be expected to fill space and assume a more globular 3-
dimensional shape, Figure 6. lc. The nomenclature "[G-4]" indicates a molecule with 
four layers, or generations, of monomer units. 
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6.la 6.lb 
6.lc 
Figure 6.1. Representation of the hyperbranched nature of the fourth generation 
poly 3,5-dihyroxybenzyl alcohol dendrimer, [G-4]-0H, 6. la, and the tridendron, 
6.1 b, synthesised by the convergent growth method. Figure 6. lc is a three 
dimensional space filling model of [G-4 ]-OH. 
... 
kk-
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Theories on the structures of dendrimers vary and depend on monomer length and 
chemical nature. One theory predicts a density maximum at the centre of the 
dendrimer5 while an opposing theory predicts a minimum density at the centre6. Both 
of these theories have shortcomings as one is based on kinetically growing structures5 
and the other does not account for backfolding of the chain ends6 . Molecular 
modelling of the dendrimer series has indicated structural changes from ellipsoidal to 
spherical at the fourth generation 7 and an increasing tendency to form a solid sphere 
as the generation increases8. There is also some evidence of a hollow interior with 
stretched spacer units in the core region while the outer shell units are relaxed and can 
be folded back into the dendrimer structure. These studies have been based on the 
divergently grown dendrimers, though some of the findings should be applicable to 
any dendrimer structure. 
Extensive experimental studies on the above polyether family of dendritic 
macromolecules have demonstrated a number of unique and interesting physical 
properties. For example, a plot of the intrinsic viscosity, of THF solutions, versus 
molecular weight (or generation number) follows a bell shaped curve with a maximum 
occurring between generation 4 and 59 for the monodendrons and between the third 
and fourth generations for the tridendrons as predicted by modelling 7. From these 
results it was also shown that the hydrodynamic radii increased linearly with 
0 
generation number; the experimental average spacer length being ca. 4 A. This is 
0 
approximately one third less than the value of 6 A expected for the repeat unit from 
modelling programs. Melt viscosity studies10 have shown similar evidence of a shape 
change for the mono- and tridendrons. A plot of melt viscosity vs the log of the 
molecular weight allows the two sets of data to be superimposed and shows a 
decrease in chain entanglement at a molecular weight of about 6000. This 
corresponds to the region between the fourth and fifth generation monodendrons and 
the third and fourth tridendrons, in agreement with the solution viscosity 
measurements. Solvatochromic studies 11 have also indicated that the micro 
-~ 
Ir>--
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environment at the focal point changes as a function of generation number. A marked 
increase in the polarity of the focal point micro environment occurs from the fourth 
generation onwards and can be explained by decreased interactions between the focal 
point group and the surrounding solvent. Such unusual physical changes found from 
the above intrinsic viscosity and solvatochromic studies suggest a shape change from 
an extended structure at low generation number to a more globular structure at higher 
generation number. This transition occurs at approximately the fourth generation. 
The defined conditions of the air-water interface allow the surface activity of 
dendrimers to be explored and two aspects are presented here. Firstly, since 
individual dendrimer series can be prepared, isotherm measurements allow scaling 
relationships, of the molecular area as a function of molecular weight, to be studied. 
These, like the solution measurements, have revealed 12 a qualitative change in 
behaviour dependent on generation. For example, films of the fourth generation 
alcohol, [G-4]-0H spread at the air-water interface show surfactant like behaviour in 
contrast to the fifth generation alcohol, [G-5]-0H, which has typical non surfactant 
behaviour. A similar effect has been noted for linear polystyrene13 terminated at one 
end with a hydroxy group. The actual structural basis for these unusual properties, 
while inferred from experimental observation, has not been directly observed. Little 
is known of the molecular conformations and film structures of dendritic 
macromolecules which, beyond generation two are non crystalline and inaccessible to 
structural determination by X-ray analysis. To provide direct structural information, 
neutron reflectivity from films of the second, [G-2]-0H, fourth [G-4 ]-OH, and fifth 
generation monodendrons, [G-5]-0H, spread at the air-water interface are presented 
here. The films of the fourth generation monodendron also have a very pronounced 
collapse of film structure 12 and marks the end of surfactant like behaviour for this 
family of dendritic macromolecules. For these enquiries, neutron reflectivity provides 
information about film structure, thickness, and density in the direction normal to the 
_ .... 
~-
surface, as the films collapsed from their initial state during compression through the 
transition to new states. 
A full series of isotherms is also presented for the complete series of monodendrons 
and tridendrons from molecular weight 772, [G-2]-OH, to 20 977, [G-5b-[C]. This 
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allows the scaling relationships of molecular area to the molecular weight to be 
determined in an effort to identify structurally similar behaviour. The concepts of 
molecular scaling, from polymer physics 14, where physical properties are related to 
such parameters as chain length or molecular weight, are used here. For example, the 
radius of gyration of polymers in solution depends on the molecular weight raised to 
the N-th power, the value of N is dependant on the solvent and the nature of polymer. 
By analogy, assuming a spherical shape for discrete dendritic macromolecules at the 
air-water interface the area per molecule, A0 , would be expected to also follow a 
scaling law, since A0 depends on the square of the radius of gyration. Therefore, the 
exponent relating A0 to molecular weight would be 1.0 for the theta solvent state and 
up to 1.2 if the molecule is in a swollen structural state 15 · This exponent may be 
even higher if the effective dimensionality is lower, hence an analysis of the scaling 
arguments may give insight into the three-dimensional structure of dendritic 
macromolecules. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Isotherms 
Figures 6.2a and 6.2b show the isotherms as a function of generation for the 
monodendrons, [G-X]-OH, and tridendrons, ([G-X])3-[C], respectively. For the 
lower generation monodendrons, [G-2]-OH to [G-4]-OH, an initial increase in surface 
pressure was observed with a pronounced peak in the isotherm. 
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Figure 6.2. Isotherms showing the transition from surfactant to non surfactant as 
the hydrophilic headgroup becomes shielded from the air-water interface as the steric 
bulk of the branching chains increases for monodendron generations 2 to 6, [G-2]-0H 
to [G-6]-0H, (6.2a) and isotherms of the tridendron generations 1 to 5, ([G-1])3-[C] 
to ([G-5])3-[C], which have no hydrophilic groups at the core (6.2b). 
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Similar peaks have been seen in low molecular weight polystyrene surfactants 16 
liquid crystals 17 and fatty acids 18 and are thought to indicate the pressure-area 
condition at which a particular multilayer, often a bi- or tri- layer, nucleates and grows 
from the monolayer. 
The sharp decrease in surface pressure after the peak indicates rapid conversion of the 
film to the new phase while the subsequent increase in surface pressure indicates that 
completion of this process has occurred. The second step increase in the surf ace 
pressure was not observed for [G-2]-0H. Evidently the monolayer collapses to an 
ever thickening multilayer. If the compression of the second generation monodendron 
was paused, ie the area was held constant, in the region before the collapse point ( -6 
rnN m- 1) the surface pressure was observed to decrease to zero. On subsequent 
compression from this point however, the surface pressure increased to its original 
value when the compression was paused. This may indicate a relaxation process in 
the film, possibly due to molecular conformational changes or expulsion of monolayer 
material into the air. The isotherms for [G-3]-0H and [G-4 ]-OH have two 
transitions, and the ratios of the second limiting areas to the first are 2.6 and 1.4 
times, respectively. This result is surprising because monolayers have previously 
been found to collapse to a multilayer with an integral number of layers, such as two, 
three, or four 16-18. These non integral values may indicate that the monodendrons 
are undergoing a conformation or shape change as the multilayer is forming. For 
example a monodendron in the top layer that is forming may not be undergoing any 
compression and so assumes an expanded, lower energy conformation. Conversely, 
the molecules in the compressed bottom layer at the air-water interface may be 
distorted and therefore have a smaller footprint. 
The isotherms for the higher generation [G-5]-0H and [G-6]-0H showed only a 
steady increase in the surface pressure as the film was compressed. Formation of a 
multilayer for these larger molecules is kinetically unfavourable. The loss of 
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surfactant-like behaviour is also consistent with solvatochromic results 11 which 
showed that the focal point group is sterically shielded by the surrounding dendrimer 
at generation 5 and 6. This is similar to the isotherms found for larger molecular 
weight polystyrene surfactants terminated with a single hydroxy 1 group 12, 13 . Here 
the polymer chains are supposed to form a monolayer structure of non-
interpenetrating random walk chains at the air-water interface. Such structures, a 
globular polymer coil at the interface, or in this case a bulky dendrimer, cause an 
increase in surface pressure at the detector through mechanical pressure as has been 
noted for the hydrophobic molecules C6o 19 and polystyrene20. Some fluctuations 
observed in the isotherms at pressures less than 2 mN m- 1 may be due to 
conformational changes in the molecules as they are compressed. 
The isotherms of the tridendrons, Figure 6.2b, also showed featureless rises in the 
surface pressure resulting from the globular hydrophobic interaction discussed in the 
preceding paragraph. None of the isotherms showed any fluctuation below I1=2 mN 
m- 1. It should be noted that to produce these films the solution must be spread as 
very small drops without compressing the existing film beyond a monolayer coverage 
otherwise the film can collapse. 
The area per molecule, A0 , taken as the limiting area, for the various dendrimers was 
calculated by extrapolating the steep rise in surface pressure to zero pressure. These 
results are non linear functions of limiting area versus generation but are nearly linear 
functions of the molecular weight (Figures 6.3a and 6.3b). The variation of the area 
per molecule as a function of molecular weight will be discussed in greater detail 
below. 
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a 
b 
Figure 6.3. Linear scaling of limiting area, A0 , as a function of molecular weight 
for monodendron generations 2 to 6, [G-2]-0H to [G-6]-0H, 6.3a, and logarithmic 
scaling of limiting area, A0 , as a function of molecular weight for tridendron 
generations 1 to 5, ([G-1])3-[C] to ([G-5])3-[C] , 6.3b. 
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Neutron Reflectivity 
In this work, standard modelling procedures were used to fit the specular reflectivity 
profiles from the monodendron layers studied. In the multilayer regions, 
contributions to off-specular scattering may arise and skew the specular reflectivity 
results. Strictly speaking, this contribution should be accounted for, however, in 
practice this is not always possible in neutron work due to the lack of experimental 
time. Also, if the domains of the new phase are larger than the coherence length of 
the experiment, then it is the incoherent addition of the reflectivities which has to be 
considered. In the case, of the fourth generation monodendron, whose isotherm has a 
very sharp collapse transition indicating a large number of nuclei forming the new 
phase, small domains may be assumed and thus the data may be treated as the 
coherent addition of the reflected amplitudes21 . 
The dendrimers studied by reflectivity included the selectively deuterated second 
generation monodendron D2s-[G-2]-OH, where the outer benzyl groups are 
deuterated. The fourth generation monodendrons D112-[G-4 ]-OH (selectively 
deuterated) and [G-4 ]-OH, the protonated analogue, and the selectively deuterated 
fifth generation monodendron D224-[G-5]-OH. The films prepared for the neutron 
reflectivity measurements were spread from toluene and compressed to different areas 
where they were held at constant area for the duration of the measurement, ca. 3 
hours. The surface was modelled as a number of slabs, each with a thickness and 
constant scattering length density. The particular model used for a monodendron film 
will be discussed below in conjunction with the reflectivity of that film. 
Before attempting to interpret the reflectivity profiles with a consistent model it is 
useful to note the scattering length densities of monodendrons which are given in 
Table 6.1. These values were calculated using a density of 1.0 g/cm3. The scattering 
length densities of D2O and ACMW are 6.35xl0-6 A-2 and 0.0 A-2, respectively. 
Table 6.1 Limiting areas and scattering length densities of various dendrimers. 
Molecule3 Formula 
D2s-[G-2]-OH C49H16D2gO7 
Ds6-[G-3]-OH C1osH36Ds6O15 
D112-[G-4 ]-OH C211H16D112O31 
Hiss-[G-4]-OH C217Hf(BO31 
D224-[G-5]-OH C441H1s6D224O63 
D44g-[G-6]-OH Cgg9H316D44gO121 
(D14-[G-1])3-[C] Cg3H30D42O9 
(D2s-[G-2])3-[C] C 167 H60Dg4O21 
(Ds6-[G-3])3-[C] C335H120D16sO45 
(D112-[G-4])3-[C] C611H240D336O93 
(D224-[G-5])3-[C] C 1343H4g0D612O189 
Molecular Weight / 
g mole-1 
772 
1649 
3402 
3288 
6908 
13920 
1255 
2569 
5199 
10457 
20974 
. 
a Dendrimers and tridendrons. Prefix d- or h- indicates isotopic substitution. 
Limiting Area, A0 h / 
A 2 molecule-1 
78 
121 
205 
376 
788 
24 
83 
188 
418 
928 
b Limiting area as measured by extrapolating the linear sections of surface pressure increase back to zero. 
c Calculated scattering length densities based on a physical density of 1.0 g cm-3 
Scattering Length 
Density, Nbc / A-2 
3.85xl0-6 
3.74xl0-6 
3.69xl0-6 
1.68xl0-6 
3.67xl0-6 
3.66xl0-6 
3.72xl0-6 
3.69xl0-6 
3.68xl0-6 
3.67xl0-6 
3.66xl0-6 
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Reflectivity of the Second Generation Monodendron D2s-[G-2]-0H 
For the second generation monodendron, [G-2]-OH, a single slab model sufficed 
until after the collapse point where a two slab model was required to produce a 
slightly better fit. The reflectivity profiles of D2g-[G-2]-OH, Figure 6.4, were found 
to remain constant throughout the compression, up to the collapse point. The 
0 
reflectivity profiles were fitted to a layer thickness of about 17 .5 A with a scattering 
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length density of 3.5xl0-6 A-2 on ACMW and 18.2 A with a scattering length of 
5.0xl0-6 A-2 on D2O. The scattering length density on ACMW is lower than that 
calculated for a physical density of 1.0 g/cm3. This may indicate a real density of the 
dendrimer film of 0.91 g/cm3. The higher value of the scattering length density on 
D2O indicates a certain volume fraction, x, of the substrate in the layer. The volume 
fraction can be calculated from 
6.1 
This indicates a volume fraction of 24% D2O in the film. The area per molecule can 
be c·alculated from the film thickness and scattering length density on ACMW by 
A= Lhi 
dNb 
6.2 
where Iibi is the sum of the coherent scattering lengths of the nuclei in the molecule, d 
is the fitted film thickness and Nb the fitted scattering length density. As the thickness 
and scattering length density did not change during the compression of the monolayer, 
the area per molecule appears to remain at a constant 80 A2/molecule while the areas 
physically changed from 89 to 70 A2/molecule, the latter value being the collapse 
point. 
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Figure 6.4. Absolute reflectivity profiles for the second generation selectively 
deuterated monodendron, D2g-[G-2]-0H, at the air-water interface at a surface 
pressure of 4 mN m- 1 and a surface area of 77 A2/molecule. The reflectivity was 
constant during a reduction in the area per molecule of 20 A 2. Markers, experimental 
values and lines, best fits. 
Beyond the collapse point, the reflectivity did not undergo appreciable change over the 
compression region studied. A single layer model provided a reasonable fit to the 
reflectivity profiles though adding another layer to the model on top of the original 
monolayer, with a low scattering length density, improved the fit over a single slab 
model. Values of the fitted thicknesses and scattering length densities are seen in 
Table 6.2. 
At this point the results are a little puzzling. Before collapse, it appears that the 
reflectivity, and hence film thickness and scattering length density do not change. As 
this indicates a constant area per molecule of 80 A2 the only possible explanations are 
that either some of the material has been pushed into the air or into the substrate. As 
the reflectivity measurements are fairly well fitted by a single slab model, it is possible 
that the dendrimer has been forced into the substrate. 
Table 6.2. Fitted film thicknesses and scattering length densities for D2s-[G-2]-
OH. 
Area/ A2 
/molecule 
89 
85 
82 
77 
70 
60 
53 
di A Nb 110-6A-2 
ACMW 
17.5 3.5 
17.4 3.5 
17.7 3.5 
18.0 3.5 
18.5 3.4 
di A Nb 110-6A-2 
18.3 5.0 
18.0 4.9 
18.1 4.9 
18.4 5.0 
18.8 0.2 
16.6 5.0 
16.8 0.5 
15.6 5.2 
Reflectivity of the Fourth Generation Monodendron D112-[G-4]-0H 
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The fourth generation monodendron, [G-4]-OH, required a two and a three layer 
model as illustrated in Figures 6.5a and 6.5b. The profiles from the selectively 
deuterated dendrimer had sufficient structure that a three layer model, Figure 6.5b, 
was required to adequately fit the data. The fully hydrogenous dendrimer required 
only a two layer model, Figure 6.5a. The fourth generation dendrimer has the 
following calculated parameters; scattering length densities of 3.69xl0-6 A-2 and 
1.68xl0-6 A-2 for the selectively deuterated and protonated species, respectively, 
based on a density of 1.0 g/cm3. A molecular volume of approximately 5300 A3 can 
also be calculated for this molecule based on the film thickness of 24 A and a 
molecular area of 222 A2 (ie. the lower layer thickness at the area per molecule of the 
initial compression). 
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The plots of the reflectivity, R, multiplied by the fourth power of the momentum 
transfer, Q, remove the Fresnel reflectivity and are shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7, 
where the reflectivity profiles are depicted by the markers and the best fitted model, by 
the lines, for the various contrasts. The fitted parameters from the models described 
above are given in Table 6.3. 
From Table 6.3, addition of the various layer thicknesses gives a total layer thickness 
0 
for [G-4]-OH which varies from 44 to 57 A. This is in direct contrast to the diameter 
of 22 A for a single [G-4]-OH calculated from the above volume of 5300 A3, based 
on a sphere. Thus, even allowing for solvent uptake, and a non-spherical molecular 
conformation, what is approximately a bilayer structure, not necessarily complete, 
must be present at all compressions. This behaviour is consistent with the time 
dependent isotherm measurements. 
a 
b 
Figure 6.5. Diagram of the models depicting the two layers, d1 and d2, used for 
fitting the experimental data, 6.5a, and the subsequent splitting of the lower layer, d2, 
into d2 and d3 as a result of selective deuteration, 6.5b. 
Table 6.3. Fitted parameters to the two and three layer models for neutron reflectivity profiles of protonated and partially deuterated [G-4]-OH on 
ACMW and D2O substrates. 
Areaa ib d-[G-4 ]-OH on D2O d-[G-4]-OH on ACMW h-[G-4 ]-OH on D2O 
/ A 2 molecule-1 
222 
209 
157 
130 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
0 
diC / A 
19.0 
13.5 
13.0 
20.0 
16.5 
15.8 
20.7 
20.4 
12.8 
21.0 
22.0 
13.0 
Nbid I 10-6 A-2 
2.5 
6.4 
5.3 
2.2 
6.2 
5.4 
2.8 
5.7 
5.0 
3.4 
5.5 
4.9 
0 
di/ A 
20.0 
12.0 
12.0 
24.6 
15.2 
13.1 
21.0 
20.8 
13.1 
20.0 
23.0 
14.0 
Nbi 1 10-6 A-2 
0.9 
4.3 
3.0 
1.2 
4 .7 
3.7 
3.2 
4.4 
3.8 
3.4 
4.3 
3.5 
0 
di/ A 
20.0 
25.0 
23.0 
27.0 
a Area per molecule calculated from the mass of spread material and absolute area on the trough. 
b i refers to the layer of interest, numbered from the air-film interface to the film-water interface. 
c di refers to the thickness of layer i. 
d Nbi refers to the Scattering length density of layer i. 
Nbi 110-6 A-2 
0.8 
2.4 
1.2 
3.0 
h-[G-4]-OH on ACMW 
0 
di/ A 
20.0 
24.0 
20.0 
32.0 
20.0 
34.0 
Nbi 1 10-6 A-2 
0.8 
0.9 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.3 
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Figure 6.6. Neutron reflectivity profiles, markers , and fitted results , lines, for 
partially deuterated [G-4]-0H on ACMW, 6.6a, and on D20 , 6.6b. 
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Figure 6. 7. Neutron reflectivity profiles, markers, and fitted results, lines, for 
protonated [G-4]-0H on ACMW, 6.7a, and on D20, 6.7b. 
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Interestingly, the fitted top layer, d1, at the air-water interface, remained at a constant 
thickness of 21 A + 1 A through the compression for all contrasts. This value is 
pleasingly close to the diameter calculated for a spherical molecule above. For both 
partially deuterated and protonated dendrimers the scattering length density of this 
layer increased with compression from relatively low values to those near, yet still 
lower than, the mean scattering length density of the dendrimer molecule as a whole. 
This was the case even on D2O substrates which indicates little or no penetration of 
the substrate into the top layer. At the highest compression the scattering length 
densities indicate an almost complete bilayer. The size of d 1 and the assumed 
molecular volume implies an almost isometric shape (ie. spheroid) for the molecules 
in the top layer. At lower compressions the number of molecules in this top layer 
about halves. As specular neutron reflectivity only offers information in the direction 
perpendicular to the interface, it cannot be said if this lower occupation density is 
better approximated by islands of the second layer, or an increase in the volume 
occupied by each molecule. 
The dendrimer layer next to the water interface is d2 for hydrogenous and d2 + d3 for 
the deuterated dendrimer. When the substrate was changed to D2O, layers d2 and d3 
were fitted with a scattering length density approximately 1.6x1Q-6 A-2 larger than for 
the film on ACMW though the change decreased from about 2x1Q-6 A-2 to 1.2x1Q-6 
A-2 in going from low to high compression. This increase in scattering length density 
yields a volume fraction of about 25% D2O in the lower layers d2 and d3, assuming a 
physical density for the dendrimer of 1 g cm-3 as mentioned above. This contrasts 
with the lack of substrate in the top layer as indicated by no change in the scattering 
length density on changing the substrate from ACMW to D2O. The bottom layer also 
increases in thickness from 24 A to 35 A as the area is reduced from 222 to 130 A2 
per molecule. The scattering length densities, however, hardly change indicating a 
change in molecular conformation when the film is compressed. Allowing for the 
water fraction this implies a change from an almost spherical shape at lower 
compression to a distorted ellipsoid shape at higher compressions where the 
molecules are twice as high as they are broad. 
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Therefore, the value of 1.4 for the ratio of the limiting areas of d 1 and d2, can be 
rationalised. Compression, forces the dendritic macromolecules in the monolayer, d2, 
to adopt a distorted anisotropic shape having a smaller footprint that the more isotropic 
and spherical dendritic macromolecules in the top layer of the bilayer. The ratio is 
therefore a noninteger value, significantly below two, and would be dependent on the 
compressibility of the dendritic macromolecules (Figure 6.5). 
As stated above, for the deuterated molecule separation of the lower layer, d2, into 
two layers produces a much better fit to the reflectivity profile. In comparison the 
hydrogenous molecule spread on D2O required no such separation or layering of 
deuterium atoms which implies that the water molecules are evenly distributed 
throughout the bottom layer. The partitioning of the bottom layer for the deuterated 
molecules must therefore be due to movement of the selectively deuterated chain ends 
towards the top of the layer. This is a very interesting result which is consistent with 
the hydroxy group at the focal point tending to be associating with the water layer 
below and the hydrophobic terminal groups being primarily at the periphery of the 
molecule near the top of this layer. 
In the models used for fitting the data, and lacking any real knowledge of the 
dendrimer conformation and hence physical density, a value of 1.0 g cm-3, was 
chosen for the density of both the fully protonated and selectively deuterated 
dendrimer. A self consistent value for the dendrimer's density can be deduced using 
the nomogram shown in Figure 6.8 by comparing the scattering length densities of the 
hydrogenous and selectively deuterated dendrimers, on ACMW, for a range of 
possible densities of these dendrimers. From the fitted results for the fully formed 
bilayer at 130 A 2 per molecule, the top layer, d 1, had a change in Nb of 2.1 x 1 o-6 A-2 
which corresponds to a density of 1.04 + 0.05 g cm-3 while the lower layer, d2+d3, 
experienced a mean scattering length density change of 2.8 x 10-6 A-2 for a density of 
' 
1.35 + 0.05 g cm-3. 
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These densities give recalculated scattering length densities for the top layer, d 1, of 
3.8xl0-6 A-2 and 1.8xl0-6 A-2 and for the lower layer, mean scattering length 
densities of 5.0xl0-6 A-2 and 2.3xl0-6 A-2, for the deuterated and hydrogenous 
dendrimers, respectively. 
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Figure 6.8. Calculated scattering length densities as a function of density for the 
protonated and selectively deuterated [G-4]-0H on ACMW. This plot allows for an 
estimation of the density of the dendrimer layer from the difference in the fitted 
scattering length densities of the protonated to selectively deuterated species. 
Reflectivity of the Fifth Generation Monodendron D224-[G-5]-0H 
For the fifth generation monodendron, only a single slab model was required over the 
whole compression range. The scattering length density of the selectively deuterated 
fifth generation, monodendron was calculated to be 3.6xl0-6 A-2 based on a density 
of 1.0 g/cm3. The reflectivity of a monolayer film of this material, see Figure 6.9, 
was modelled as a single slab and did not show the separation of the deuterium that 
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was seen for the fourth generation. The reflectivity was fitted to a thickness of 38 to 
42 A and a scattering length density of 3.3x1Q-6 to 3.4x1Q-6 A-2 as the film was 
compressed from 466 to 366 A2/molecule. The change in scattering length density on 
changing the substrate from ACMW to D2O was -1.8xl0-6 A-2 which indicates a 
volume fraction of about 28 % D2O in the film. The difference between the fitted and 
calculated scattering length densities indicates a density of about 0.93 g/cm3. One 
point which is obtained from these measurements is that the fifth generation 
monodendron appears to be twice as high as it is wide which was found for the fourth 
generation monodendron in the compressed state. Also of interest is that there is no 
layering of the deuterium for this generation. This is indicated by a simple one layer 
model as compared to the two layers required to describe the lower layer of the 
selectively deuterated fourth generation. 
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Figure 6.9. Reflectivity profiles of D224-[G-5]-OH on ACMW at 20°C. Error bars 
indicate experimental profiles while lines indicate fitted profiles. The profiles are 
offset for clarity. 
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Limiting Areas 
The modelling package Chem 3D Plus™22 was used to calculate some dimensions 
for [G-1]-OH and [G-2]-OH. For generations beyond two, modelling becomes more 
difficult. Constraining the C-O hydroxyl bond vertical we can optimise the molecular 
energy by allowing the chain to fold by torsional motions. There are several energy 
minima, close in energy, but differing markedly in conformation. However, a 
plausible one folds the chains back towards the central axis of the molecule. This 
gives a limiting area of 57 A2 for the first generation and 81 A2 for the second. The 
limiting areas as a function of generation for the monodendrons and tridendrons, 
derived from the isotherm measurements, increased steadily from the area that the 
lowest generation occupied. The [G-2]-OH dendrimer was found to have a limiting 
area of 78 A2. This corresponds well with the 81 A2 from the modelling. The area 
per molecule calculated from the film thickness and scattering length density for the 
second generation was found to be 80 A2 which is in excellent agreement with the 
limiting area from the isotherm 78 A2 and the value calculated from the molecular 
model 81 A 2. This result tends to confirm the folding of the chain ends back into the 
centre of the molecule. 
Figure 6.3a shows that the limiting area is a linear function of the molecular weight 
from [G-2]-OH to [G-5]-OH with a slope of 0.048. The proportionality constant 
found for linear polystyrene ranged from 0.04020 to 0.047 13 ,23 A2 mole g-1 
molecule-1. This has been interpreted as an area per repeat unit of 5.0 A2/repeat unit 
for the dendrimers and 4.9 A2/repeat unit for linear polystyrene. Extrapolation of this 
line to a molecular weight of 344, ie. that of [G-1]-OH gives a limiting area of 57 A2 
which agrees well with the area calculated from the modelling program. The fact that 
the limiting area, for the compressed dendrimers, increased with molecular weight as 
' 
a linear function indicates that a random walk in three dimensions is a plausible model 
for the molecular conformation. This again implies a relatively isometric 
conformation. If [G-4]-0H is taken as an example, and assume boxlike filling of the 
monolayer, then a limiting area of 205A2 and a molecular volume of 6875 A3 
(assuming 25% water), gives a box approximately twice as high as broad. This is in 
good agreement with the reflectivity results at higher compressions. 
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The limiting areas of the tridendrons also increased in a similar fashion to the 
monodendrons as a function of generation. However, the first and second generation 
tridendrons have limiting areas which are the same as or smaller than the 
corresponding monodendrons. This indicates, at least for the first generation 
tridendron, that some multilayering has occurred. This is also borne out in Figure 
6.3b, where the logarithm of the limiting area is a linear function of the logarithm of 
the molecular weight with the exception of the first generation. The slope of this 
log-log plot for the tridendrons was found to be 1.15. This may indicate that the 
tridendrons assume the structure of a swollen polymer in a good solvent rather than 
the expected collapsed structure found for a Theta solvent. An alternative relates to 
the molecular shape; the limiting area for a given molecular weight ( or volume) is 
much less for the tridendrons than for the monodendron. This implies a much more 
elongated conformation. Generation of such a shape by random walk is much more 
like a one-dimensional process, which in turn implies a higher exponent in the log-
log plot, as is observed. 
Conclusions 
Examination of the isotherms for a complete set of monodendrons based on 3,5-
dihydroxybenzyl alcohol has shown that a transition from surfactant to non-surfactant 
behaviour occurs between [G-4]-0H and [G-5]-0H. This correlates with previous 
studies 9, 11 of changes or discontinuities in the physical properties of dendritic 
macromolecules as the generation number increases. Similarly, the monodendrons 
showed an increasing resistance to collapse of the monolayer on compression as the 
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generation number increased. Conversely for the tridendrons, non-surfactant 
behaviour was observed for all members of the series from ([G-1 ]h-[C] to ([G-5])3-
[C] and no multilayer formation was observed above generation 1. From these 
observations we can conclude that as the molecules increase in size the more stable 
arrangement at the air-water interface, at least kinetically, is the monolayer. However 
it should be noted that the monolayers are more difficult to produce as the molecules 
become larger, great care being required in the spreading. 
Neutron reflectivity studies indicate an initial collapse of a monolayer film of the 
second generation monodendron, [G-2]-OH, to a bilayer structure. A reduction in 
area of 27% up to the collapse point did not appear to affect the film thickness or 
scattering length density. These gave an area per molecule of 80 A2 which is the 
value calculated from a molecular model of this dendrimer with the terminal benzyl 
groups folded back towards the centre of the molecule. In this bilayer the top layer, at 
the air interface, contained little or no water, whereas the bottom layer at the water 
interface contained 25% water. This indicates either a low association of the substrate 
water with the ether linkages and/or a barrier to penetration of the water through the 
monolayer canopy. This is in agreement with solvatochromic studies 11 which 
showed that the interior of the fourth generation monodendron is only moderately 
polar. The top layer of the bilayer was found to vary from 50 to 100% coverage 
depending on the compression applied, in contrast the bottom layer had about 100% 
coverage at all compressions. Measurement of the thickness of the respective layers 
allowed information of the shape of the molecules to be obtained. Interestingly the 
molecular shape of [G-4]-OH was initially spherical, however at higher compressions 
the molecules in the lower layer became distorted and assumed an ellipsoid shape, 
twice as high as broad. Therefore, the dendrimers must be flexible enough to alter 
shape in response to increased surface pressure and entanglements between different 
molecules must be minimal. This lack of entanglement is supported by recent melt 
viscosity studies 10 and theory14. The neutron reflectivity studies also provide 
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evidence for an asymmetric conformation for the [G-4]-0H molecules in the bottom 
layer where the terminal benzyl groups are observed primarily at the periphery of the 
molecule and tend to avoid the water interface, conversely the hydroxyl group at the 
focal point is associated with the water surface. The fifth generation monodendron 
formed a monolayer structure which does not appear to collapse and has none of the 
layering of deuterium which was noted for the fourth generation. Like the previous 
generation, however, the fifth generation monodendron appears to form a film in the 
compressed state which is twice as high as it is wide. Finally examination of limiting 
areas, A0 , for a complete series of monodendrons and tridendrons, showed a picture 
compatible with using scaling relationships and molecular weights. At the high 
compressions used for measuring limiting volumes a similar model for the shape of 
monodendrons is obtained where the molecules are ellipsoidal and twice as high as 
broad. For the tridendrons this anisotropy in shape may be even larger. 
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CHAPTER 7. Conclusions 
In this section, conclusions from the three experimental sections are brought together 
to highlight some of the more important results of this study. More detailed 
conclusions of the particular systems studied can be found at the end of each chapter. 
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What started as a naive investigation, of the effect of increasing chain length on the 
behaviour of insoluble surfactants, has produced some interesting results which have 
been related to the physical and chemical properties of the polymers used for the 
surfactant chains. In particular, the glass transition temperature clearly affected the 
behaviour of the surfactant, as did the chemical and physical structure. The solution 
structure of the polymer was also of importance as this determined the starting 
structure of the surfactant when it was spread. Scaling trends where found in the 
polymer surfactant IT-A behaviour as a function of molecular weight. The IT-A 
isotherm, as measured by the Langmuir trough, was the principle tool used in the 
study of the insoluble surfactants while neutron reflectivity provided useful structural 
information both in the direction normal to the interface and in the plane of the 
interface. 
The three polymer systems chosen for this work provided a good range for contrasting 
different aspects of chemical structure and physical shape. Polystyrene, typically a 
glassy polymer at room temperature, had very different surfactant behaviour than 
polyisoprene, a viscous fluid polymer. Polystyrene was shown to undergo a 
transition in its scaling behaviour (limiting area vs molecular weight) at a molecular 
weight of about 1300 g/mole which marks the transition from a linear chain ( classical 
surfactant) to a gaussian coil. The limiting area was found to be relatively constant for 
the low molecular weight range and approximately equal to the estimated cross 
sectional area of the polymer chain. At higher molecular weights, the limiting area 
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scaled linearly with the molecular weight for the whole molecular weight range 
considered. The identical scaling of "hydrophobic" polystyrene (ie. with no surfactant 
head group) over the range of 2000 g/mole up to 2x107 g/mole, indicating the 
influence of the polymer chain on the structure compared to the head group. 
Polyisoprene did not undergo a transition to an incompressible film in the gaussian 
region. Its IT-A behaviour follows a trend (as does the limiting area vs molecular 
weight scaling) of decreasing collapse pressure with increasing molecular weight until 
a critical molecular weight of about 7000 g/mole is reached. At this point chain-chain 
interactions equal head group-substrate interactions, and an increase in surface 
pressure is no longer observed; the film merely collapses to multilayer when 
compressed beyond a certain critical area. It is the fluid nature of this polymer chain 
which yields the reversible compression behaviour and facile collapse to multilayer. 
Polyisoprene was found to behave differently at low surface coverages. Double bond-
substrate interactions were identified as the probable cause of this behaviour which 
was manifested as an increase in the limiting area after the surfactant film was left in an 
expanded state for a period of time. Lower temperatures increased this effect and 
although an increase in polymer chain length was also expected to increase this effect, 
it appears that chain entanglements increase and act to prevent expansion of the film. 
The third polymer system, the dendrimers based on 1,3-dihydroxy benzyl alcohol, 
lend an increasingly three dimensional structure to the surfactant. The dendrimers 
have been an interesting test in determining a structure for a material which is relatively 
inscrutable by other means (excepting SANS). One of the interesting features of these 
molecules is that they simulate the transition observed in the polystyrene surfactant 
isotherms in going from a "classical" linear structure to a "non" surfactant structure 
where the head group-substrate interaction does not contribute significant to the IT-A 
isotherm. Another interesting feature is the flexibility of the dendrimers' arms which 
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lead to large amounts of compression in the plane of the surf ace. This becomes 
apparent in the higher generation mono- and tridendrons where the IT-A isotherms 
show a relatively slow increase in the surface pressure before becoming a more solid 
film. The monodendrons and tridendrons showed good scaling with molecular weight 
over the generation ranges available. This scaling indicated the transition in surfactant 
behaviour for the fifth generation monodendron where the head group became isolated 
from the substrate by the branches of the polymer. Scaling also revealed the possible 
multilayering of the first generation tridendron when it was spread and/or compressed. 
Specular neutron reflectivity was very helpful in determining the structure of the 
surfactant films spread at the air-water interface. All the films studied indicated the 
formation of monolayers, in the first instance, though unfortunately, there was not 
enough time to study the larger molecular weight polystyrenes (ie. in a gaussian coil 
conformation) and the tridendrons. The low molecular weight polystyrene surfactant 
studied, was shown to increase in film thickness to nearly the extended length of the 
polymer chain and then collapse to a trilayer structure. The neutron reflectivity also 
indicated the presence of a diffuse structure on top of the trilayer which was identified 
in electron micrographs of the film as a nucleating ridge for the trilayer islands. 
Polyisoprene was shown to also form a monolayer which increased in thickness 
during compression. Upon collapse no definite structure was observed, which is in 
agreement with the measured isotherms for polyisoprene which indicated a collapse to 
an indeterminate multilayer. The monodendrons studied by neutron reflectivity all 
showed interesting behaviour. The second generation monodendron, [G-2]-OH, had 
a relatively constant area per molecule of 80 A2/molecule over the compression range. 
This coupled with the lack of a readily identifiable superlayer indicates that the 
surfactant was being forced into the substrate. The fourth generation monodendron, 
[G-4]-OH, was shown to readily collapse from a monolayer to a bilayer, where the 
monodendrons in the upper (uncompressed) layer had a near spherical shape while 
those in the lower layer where highly distorted such that they were twice as high as 
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wide. The fifth generation monodendron, remained as a monolayer though it also 
showed the same high degree of compressibility as the fourth generation 
monodendron. 
Off-specular neutron reflectivity of the low molecular weight polystyrene surfactant 
film produced very interesting results when the film was collapsed into its trilayer 
structure. The resulting fringe system, due to in-plane scattering from the bilayer 
islands on top of the monolayer, showed a progression as the film was compressed to 
a solid phase where a further fringe appeared. This latter fringe is due to the some of 
the film being exposed at the critical angle. Electron micrographs of Langmuir-
Blodgett films, picked up at the areas where the off-specular neutron reflectivity was 
measured, show circular domains of about 1 or 2 µm in diameter, which is the 
qualitative result derived from the off-specular scattering. An analysis of the domain-
domain correlation functions from the electron micro graphs ( although not statistically 
significant) show a scattering function similar to that measured. 
There are a lot of questions which this thesis has not answered. For the polystyrene 
surfactant system, there is a study still to be made of the collapse kinetics as a function 
of temperature, surface pressure and molecular weight. This also needs to be related 
to electron micrographs of Langmuir-Blodgett films collected under similar conditions. 
Some thought also needs to go into the mechanism of monolayer collapse. In the case 
of the polystyrene surfactants, electron micrographs indicate that the collapse 
mechanism is not the simple model proposed by Ries ( at least not under the conditions 
studied here. It may eventuate that the Ries' model is correct for a stiffer film). The 
neutron reflectivity of higher molecular weight polystyrene surfactants, of high 
monodispersity, needs to be measured to make a study of the transition to a gaussian 
coil structure. And of great importance, is the simulation of the off-specular neutron 
reflectivity expected from the electron micrographs of the collapsed films. This area is 
still developing and examples to test theory are important. 
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The polyisoprene work has been extremely challenging. In the high surface 
concentration regime, there is scope for study of the collapse mechanism. Is it a 
simple extraction of the head group from the aqueous substrate and a maximisation of 
chain-chain interactions? The kinetics of this process also need to be studied as does 
the effect of a much narrower molecular weight distribution ( of the order of 
Mw/Mn= 1.05). Lower molecular weight surfactants should also be observed to see 
what causes the transition in behaviour from a gaseous isotherm ( cf. famesol) to the 
collapsing, fluid like films of the higher molecular weight species. At low surface 
concentrations, interesting prospect lurk. Does the surfactant molecule lie flat on the 
substrate or does it assume a helical structure? Allowing the polymer to simply 
expand is limited by time and the area into which the polymer can expand. It is 
suggested that the polymer be spread and then part of the substrate be swept clean of 
surfactant until a suitable concentration is reached. This would avoid contamination 
from the spreading solvent by trying to spread the film from a very dilute solution. 
Finally, a study of the structure of the tridendrons is in progress. The other area 
which requires study is the collapse structure of the monodendrons. It would be 
interesting to see the state of the collapsed film for a case where the barrier to collapse 
is as low as indicated by the IT-A isotherms. 
